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Improved Dairy Methods.

I*ARK,

(9. C. Thompson, State Dairy Instructor, in
Maine Boanl Bulletin.)
Licensed Auctioneer,
MAINK.
Success in dairying depends largely
Sul'TH PARIS,
Moderate.
upon the ability of the operator to proL Tenue
duce a product of the finest quality,
P. BARNES,
(iood milk, good butter and good oheeee
are always in
demand at profitable
prices, while the poorer grades are alAttorney at Law,
ways a drug on the market. Many
Norway, Me.
Kyerson Block,
dairymen follow along in the paths of
Telephone Connections.
their fathers, probably by force of habit,
without keeping pace with the improvement which is necessary for the greatest
L. BUCK,
/,
profits and most satisfactory results.
Surgeon Dentist,
Undoubtedly, it costs more to produce
MAINE.
the higher grades than those of poorer
sol TH PARIS,
quality, but if the consumers can only
All tu y best work warranted.
be sure of the quality, the extra cost of
production is more than offset by the
K. Il P. JONES,
increase in prices received. Poor market milk, i»oor butter and poor cheese
Dentist,
cau usually be traced to the
improper
MAINS.
NORWAY,
handling and caring for the milk during
hours
it is
4.
after
to
first
the
13—1
to
twenty-four
Oftce Hour·—9
drawn. Besides the indirect loss to the
producer resulting from the poor quality
r. SMITH.
<»f the product caused by negligence or
Attorney at Law,
lack of knowledge, a direct loss is liable
to be incurred, for only by the best and
MAINE.
NORWAY,
Collections a Specialty. most scientific methods can the fullest
Hurne Block.
production be had.
Milk is susceptible to many changes,
Κ A ΓΑKK.
The most easily recogas we all know.
uized, perhaps, is souring; though we
Attorneys at Law,
often find a bitter milk, a cowy milk or
MAINE.
HETHfcL,
milk poor in fiavor, and every condition
Kllerv C. Park.
A'ldUua K. Herrlck.
has a cause. We know that milk and
cream can be produced and kept for
Ill Ν S. IIARLOW,
many days with the llavor and appearance as good as when ît waë freshly
Attorney at Law,
drawn from the cow.
MAINE
l»l \ FIELD,
The experiment stations and dairy
of the different states, as
departments
Λ
WHEELER,
Λ1 Rii.HT
well as the Federal Government, have
made investigations as to the cause, and
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, suggest remedies. The following dairy
rules published by the Dairy Division of
SOl'TH PARIS. MAINE.
the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture will bring
Alton C. Wheeler.
Jamrs S. Wright.
good results, if carefully followed.

^,HAKl.KS

Humanity In the Poultry Yard.
There U perhaps nothing that pay·
as well in the poultry buaine·· or in

any other line of live etook buaineaa a·
humanity. It ia the beet investment
that you can make; good feed and plenty
of water are of little avail when birda
are frightened at each approaoh of the
owner, or left panting in the eun without
a eign of shelter, or In parohed yard·
without a spear of grasa. Treat your
fowls or your «took with the earae consideration as you would a member of
While wo do not believe
your family·
it necessary to raise a little umbrella
over each chicken and follow it around
while it is eating bugs, yet you can furnish a shade for them to come into after
[continued.]
they have been out in the sun. It is
easier to drive a flock of chickens away
took a lull course In viciou.
Κ
from a forbidden path by ueing gentleru-us.
lie iearned how to crowd a
ness than it is to frighten them away by
the side οΓ a stall and
.nan
throwing rocks or clods and yelling like I o\v toag:iinPt
reach him when at his head by
a Comanche Indian, which will serve
an upward and forward stroke of the
m a nervous shock to them and lessen
He could kick straight bethe egg production. The more humane forefoot
hind with lightning quickness or give
you are with your animals the better reHulis you will get from them, and this the hoof a sweeping side movement
means dollars and centa.—Northweet
and unexpected.
most

comprehensive

Poultry Journal.

out of tlie Ellen B.'s forehold. Tb< 1
owner declined and Intrenched hlmsel !
behind a pure technicality. The cap
tain had hired from him the use of ι 1
horse; would the captain kindly dellve r
said horse to him, the owner, on thi >

dock? It was a spirited controversy •
ip which the borne owner «cored sev
eral points. But the schooner captali »
by no means admitted defeat
"The Ellen B. gets under way Insidi »
of a half hour," said he. "If you wan i
your blankety blanked horse you'v< i
1
got that much time to take him away.'

"I stand on my rights," replied th<
horse owner. "You sail off with mj
I roperty if you dare. Go ahead! Ik
it! Next time the Ellen B. puts in hen
I'll libel her for damages."
Yet In the face of this threat the El·
Ion B. cast off her hawsers, spread bei
κπϋβ and stood up the lake bound Chl·
tagouvard through the strait with Blue
lilazes still on board. Not a man-jack
of the crew would venture into the
forehold, where Blue Blazes was still
harnessed to the capstan bars.
When he had been without water 01
rruin for some twelve hours the wrath
in him, which had for days been growing more intense, boiled over. Having voiced bis rage in raucous squeals,
he took to chewing the bridle strap and
to kicking the whiffletree. The deck
watch gazed down at him In awe. The
watch below, separated from him only

The~kuaek of lifting the bits with the
touguj and shoving them forward of
Sunny days are the beet possible medi- the bridle teeth came In time. It made
cine for fowls, the tonic that moat quick- running away a matter of choice.
ly and effectually reatore· the system to
When it became necessary to cause
its proper tone, say· American Stockdiversion he would balk. lie no loneuch
keeper. During the wet weather,
Physically and
ger cared for whips.
as is prevalent in the antumn, many
he had become hardened to
mentally
first
the
fowls will take cold, and
stages
to fear, for
of roup may then be observed. Poultry- blows. Men he had ceased
most of theui feared him, and he knew
men have been despondent, for we know
a thin partition, expressed profane
of nothing that will more quickly chill it. He only despised and hated them. by
such a pasthe fine enthusiasm of a breeder than a One exception l.lue Blazes made. This disapproval of shipping
flock that is sneezing and running at was In favor of men and boys with senger.
There was no sleep on the Ellen B.
the nostrils and showing here and there red hair and freckles. Such lie would
a closed or swollen eye.
Roup is right- uot knowingly harm. Δ long memory that uigbt. About 4 in the morning the
taken
that
If
ly to be dreaded—not
continued effort of Blue Blazes met
had the roan.
promptly in hand it cannot be cured,
halter strap parted,
Toward his owu kind Blue Blazes with reward. The
but because it entails a vast amount of
Double har- and the stout oak whiffletree was splinbore himself defiantly.
for
flock
the
work
and
puts
disagreeable
For Bome
tered Into many pieces.
the time being in an unsalable condition. ness was something he loathed. Une
Blazes explored the hold
But when the sun comes out, and tne was not free to work his will on the minutes Blue
skies are clear, and there is a dryness in despised driver if hampered by a pole until he found the gangplank leading
the atmosphere, the fowls quickly re- and mate.
Iu such cases he nipped upward.
His appearance on the deck of- the
spond to the change and rapidly Improve manes and kicked under the traces unin condition.
like a pantil released, lie had a special antipa- Ellen B. caused something
wheel abandoned
thy for gray horses and fought them ic. The mau at the
Leghorns have almost universally ! on the smallest provocation or upon his post, and as he started for the
crosstrees let loose a yell which brought
proved themselves the egg producers noue at all.
Blue Blazes charged
par excellence In the hands of poultry
As a result Blue Blazes, while know- up all hands.
keepers of only ordinary interest in I ing no mas its, had many owners, them with open mouth. Not a man
TWKNTY-TWO DAIRY RULES.
&
poultry and ordinary skill in handling sometimes three in a single week. Ue hesitated to Jump for the rigging. The
J. H.
(The Owner ami his Helper·.)
fowls. The Leghorn combination of
head came up Into the wind,
1. Head current dairy literature and characteristics is the best antidote that began his career by filling a three schooner's
CMIL ENGINEERS AND SCKVEYORS.
the Jib sheet blocks rattled Idly and
v> High Street, South Paris, Maine.
a
horse,
as
new
ideas.
on
livery
mouths'
engagement
of
keep posted
has vet been found for the errors
peo2. Observe and enforce the utmost ple who cannot or will not exercise but after he had run away a dozen the booms swung lazily across the
Maps and Plans made to order.
Blue
their
attendabout
the
cleaulinees
cattle,
and
to
in
give times, wrecked several carriages and deck, just grazing the ears of
regard
proper judgment
Μ:η.·> »f the tlml>erlan>ls and pocket maps of
ants, the stable, the dairy, and all uten- proper attention to their fowls.-Farm disabled a hostler he was sold for half Blazes.
ea. h county for sale.
Puh:i hers of the Atlaeof Maine.)
sils.
Poultry.
his purchase price.
j.
A person suffering from any dis3
Theu did he enter upon his wanderease, or who has been exposed to a contook 1 ings iu real earnest. lie pulled street
of
the
The
country
poultrymen
must
from
remain
away
tagious disease,
a long step in advance when they discars, delivery wagons, drays and ash
the cows and the milk.
carded wet. sloppy feeds and took to
He was sold to unsuspecting
carts.
(The Stable.)
do
we
Me.
feeds. Only occasionally
the
14 Main St.,
farmers, who when his evil traits crop4.
Keep dairy cattle in a room or heardry
of a back number
ped out swapiH'd him uuceremoniously
building by themselves. It is preferable who
clings to the sloppy feed, and the and with Ingenious prevarication by
to have no cellar below and no storage
θ
he
when
is
from
he
is
heard
time
only
loft above.
the roadside. In the natural course of
hie luck bccauee eo many of hie
5. SUbles should ba^well ventilated, cursing
events lie was much punished.
chickens are dying off. It takes some
lighted, and draiued; should have tight folks a
Up and across the southern peninsulong time to wake up. Dry feedfloors and walls and be plainly coning is the thing nowadays.—Commercial la of Michigan lie drifted contentlousstructed.
enPoultry.
! ly. growing more vicions with eucli
Never use musty or dirty litter.
ti.
counter, more daring after each vicmaterial
no
Allow
smelling
strong
Lead
Ail Kinds of
Proper Feeding.
tory. In Muskegou he sent the driver
io the stable for any length of time.
and Iron.
of a grocery wagon to the hospital with
Store the manure under cover outside
1119
GIVES
the cow stable ami remove it to a dis- A PROMINENT BREEDER
a shoulder bite requiring cauterization
Telephone 1*4-11.
tance as often as practicable.
Iu Manistee he
VIEWS ON AN IMPORTANT MATTER.
and four stitches.
8. Whitewash the stable once or
broke the small bones in the leg of a
the
in
twice a year; use land plaster
PARKER'S
baker's large boy. In Cadillac a boardΕ B.Thompson, the noted
HAIR BALSAM
mauure gutters daily.
in the Reliable
CUasie· ai*l beaut.tics the hair.
Hock
lug stable hostler struck him with an
breeder,
says
feed
no
y.
Use
just preI
dry, dusty
IVkiioU· a luxuriant (Tuvth.
Blue Blazes kicked the
Journal:
iron shovel.
Poultry
Sever Tail· to Bcetor· Gray 1I
is
if
fodder
to
vious
dusty,
milking;
Hair to It· Toothful Color.
"I have found the best way to get the hostler quite accurately and very sudis
it
fed.
it
before
Cure, «cap J mue· a hair tailing.
sprinkle
from laying hens is to have
Juc.aaJtl 'Mat Drugi*»
10. Clean and thoroughly air the most egg·»
denly through a window.
of litter in the pens, (either straw
stable before milking; in hot weather plenty
Between Cadillac and Kalaska he
XOTICK.
or leaves) and to scatter the dry feed inthe floor.
sjHMit several lively weeks with farmcrackW>· wl-li all who do work for the Town of sprinkle
work.
them
make
to
it
Wheat,
to
U. Keep the stable and dairy room
of them tried various tamIi-·: tin· Highwav would pre-ent ihelr bill
e<i corn and clipped oats the «ame that ers. Most
-<·
tinan In his section of the towu every
in good condition, and then insist that
t
Some escaped with
ing
are the beet dry grains
hare
processes.
and
we
feed
order
the
horses,
w
to
int
We
give
'.iiiir^Uy.
the dairy, factory, or place where the
bruises and some suffered serious inI feed in this way
These
me.
Hie work on our hooks.
for
grains
milk goes be kept equally well.
SELECTMEN OK PARIS.
owner "/ rode thai horse for over/ a hundred
every day, morning and night. AUoon Jury. At Alpena he found an
(The Cows.)
miles do ten the lake thore."
it is a good plan to throw a handful or
read something very conwho,
having
HOLLISTER'S
Have the herd examined at least two of
12
food to keep the hens
elabnow
trainer's
scratching
horse
a
in
book,
long tne roan migui nave neia
vincing
twice a year by a skilled veterinarian
exercising more.
I orately strapi»ed the roan's legs ac- the deck had not bis thirst been great13. Promptly remove from the herd
•'Every day or every alternate day I j
Δ £<isj Mediolae for Buy ΓβορΙ·.
cording to diagram and then went into er than his bate cunuot be told. Water
any animal suspected to be in bad health, substitute a mash for the morning dry
Briser Golden Health tad Renewed Vigor.
add an anito wreak vengeance with u was what he needed most, for his
milk.
Never
her
and
reject
feed Thie is made of hominy or corn the stall
A -tirt-fle for Constipation, Indigestion. I.iee
certain it is free
Blue Blazes accepted one throat seemed burning, and just overwhite
a· 1 Ki lti-v Troubles. Pimple·. Ei-zetna, Impure | mal to the herd until
whip.
riding
wheat bran, ground oats,
1
Sluggish Boot·. Mtehl from disease, especially tuberculosis.
cut. after which he crushed the aven- side was an immenelty of water. So
wheat middlings and beef scraps, all
tab·
in
Tea
It
Motintaiu
"a
karbe
Rocky
14. Do not move cowe faster than a scalded with milk or water and mixed
the crew of the
Uenuino made by
ger against the plank partition until lie leaped. Probably
I··: f rtn. :« ceuis a bo*.
comfortable walk while on the way to so the mash will crumble. Twice a
Ii -Lt isTKit Dnt'o Company, Madison. Wis.
thr >e of the man's ribs were broken. Ellen B. believe to this day that they
of milking or feeding.
week a little powdered charcoal is put
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR ΓALLOW PEOPLE nlace
The Alpena man was fished from un- escuped by a miracle from a devil pos13. Never allow the cows to be ex- in the mash. This charcoal is and has
der the roan's hoofs Just In time to sessed horse who, finding them beyond
loud
talkcited by hard driving, abuse,
been for twenty-five years a iavor te
hie reach, committed suicide.
liis life.
save
not
do
iog or unnecessary disturbance;
ivalae the white
conditioner with me
But Blue Blazes had not thought of
This incident earned Blue Blazes the
expose them to cold or storms.
flour middlings, as they keep the bowel·
After swallowing as
name of "man killer," and it stuck. He self destruction.
lt>. Do not change the feed suddenly. in fine condition.
hens must be
Laying
use only
dis- much lake water αβ was good for him
17. Feed liberally, and
well fed, but must be made to work, so I even figured in the newspaper
the shore,
fresh, palatable feed stuffs; in no case as not to get too fat.
patches. "Blue Blazes, the Michigan he s truck out boldly fer
should decomposed or moldy material
Killer." "Tho Fgliest Horse which was not more than half a mile
"I feed cockerels wheat, whole cornl Man
instead of cracked corn, and the same Alive," "Alpena's Equine Outlaw"
distant, swimming easily in the slight
for sixteen years I have fltted glasses to de·
Provide water in abundance, easy mash does for them once every day or
18
some of the headlines. The swell.
Gaining the log strewn beach,
were
IMN eves an<l nothing else—that makes me a |
those
of access, and always pure; fresh but not two. In each of my breeding pen· is a I
specialist. If your eve· trouble you In any way,
he found himself at the edge of one of
had borne fruit.
method
Perkins
1
au I if you want expert advice In regard to the
pint cup fastened high enough up so the
When purchasers for a four legged those ghostly, fire blasted tamarack
should always be accessible. cockerel can eat at
any time, but at the
same. come to the man who U a specialist, who
of
flavored
hurricane could no longer be found forests which cover great sections
Do not allow any strong
•Ό
I
hens
the
so
floor
the
from
distance
I....
right
thing onlv. No charge for eye examinBlue Blazes was sent up the lake tc the upper end of Michigan's southern
food, like garlic, cabbage, and turnips, cannot reach it."
ation» or confu tation.
to be eaten, except immediately after
an obscure little port where they have
I>eninsula. At last be bad escaped
Official Tests of Dairy Apparatus. only a Tuesday and Friday steamer, from the hateful bondage of man.
thfl entire body of the cow
fell to cropping the
There ia at our experiment stations and where the blue roan's record was Contentedly be
Eye special let, Norway, Me. Tel. 1S-4.
daily. If hair in the region of the and
demand
were In
coarse beach grass which grew at the
Horses
unreasonable
a
not
unknown.
schools
dairy
udder is not easily kept clean it should
fear of testing dairy and farm ma- there. In fact, Blue Blazes was sold forest's edue.
We say "not unreasonable" almost before he had been led down
For many long days Blue Blaze* revm,lk wit,,i"twe"* chinery.
A
because the spirit of commercialism is the gangplank.
eled In his freedom, sometimes wannor for three to
before
calving,
ty
days
CURE
so strung and so general that the profor miles Into the woods, somefive days afterwards.
warned tue dering
fessor who tests and reports on any apfor him,"
times ranging the beacli In search of
out
brute."
"Look
a wicked
paratus, is likely to bo suspected of beWater there was
man. "He's
A Few Timely Suggestions.
that'll soon better pasturage. was difficult to find.
IS quickly absorbed.
ing financially interested, more or less, steamboat
food
a little job
but
said
aplenty,
G»e« Relief at One·.
in the said machine.
"Oh, I've got
out of him."
He even browsed bushes and tree
But this is all wronjr. We deem it
CAKK OK OLD HK.NS—TIME TO BUY—
It l·.ins»*, soothes I
take the cussedness
he expected momentawith a laugh.
coe of the important duties of our exInto the twigs. At first
b· ·»
down
iiu«l protects I
FOBC'I.NO KUO I'KOUUCTIOX.
purchaser,
the
taken
rily to see appear one of his enemies—
masted
periment station to test the various maBlazes was
the disvtised memthree
Blue
α
lie heard Imaginary voices In
chines and report facts in order to save
foreliold of
brane. It ear··» Casecurely be- a man.
gloomy
The old hens that are expected to lay our farmers and dairymer from wasting
set the beat of the waves, the creaking of
tarrh and drives
and
schooner,
bars
lake
the eggs during the winter are the ones their money on inferior machines which
a wind tossed treetope, the caw of crows
long capstan
away h Cold in the
circle while a
tween two
that should receive the most attention may be pushed through extra advertisan aimless
or In the faint whistlings of distant
Head quickly. Ke-UAV
in
about
to walking
■ fc w 1*1
during the fall months. The pullets ing and extra energetic agents.
was wound
Btures the St-usee of ·■« β
He began to look suspisteamers.
cable
cable
be
also
should
hatched early
This field has to a great extent been
creaking
end of the
Taate nod SmelL Full size SOcts., at Drug- that were
behind
knolls and stumps. But
other
the
ciously
time
and fed bo as to develop sturdy neglected by our experiment stations,
drum. At
time to
from
gi-is or by mail ; Trial Size 10 eta. by mail. separated
miles
for
up and down the coast
ton
are
many
us
a
and
to
pullets
frames. Unless the hens
and the thought has occurred
half
were fastened
Ely Brothers, 56 Warreu Street, New York· looked after now they will not begin to that
evidences he
logs weighing
the cost of exhaustive
of Bluewas no port, and the only
pine
perhaps
business
had of man were the sails of passing
was the
Into th*·
lay until late and instead of being a comparative tests may be another reason
It
each.
these timbers
schooners or the trailing emoke plumes
the
why it has not been done. This leads
profit they will become an expense.
Blazes to draw trapdoor opening in
Now is the time to strengthen your us to the thought aa to whether it is not
steamboats.
a
of
save
kick
bold through was nothiug to
broods for next year. At this season possible for several stations to co-operhe could remember bad
no one to Not since
was
stern. There
breeders are generally reducing their ate and take the matter up, say on four
there
and
Blazee been so long without feelBlue
man
bur,
a
stood
the stout
stocks, and farmers can buy to good ad- or five stations only.
not
out of reach
ing a whip laid over his back. Still be
We do not by any means want such
bite. Well
and, when
vantage. By purchasing a trio of young
He felt a
whip
α
was not wholly content
"Ged·
birds before winter begins, giving them experiments to be followed by any enwho cracked
shouted
forcefully,
strange uneasiness, was conscious of a
dorsement, but simply a publication of
good care and all the comforts at your
swearing
other than a desire for a good
was
command, you will have large broods of facts as to the work done, the power redays he longing
a-a-ap!"
who come to us
and your
feed of oats. Although he knew It not,
conpure bred chicks next spring
several
quired and possibly an expression as to
For
this
for eye examination imagine
iuvestment will prove itself a profitable the durability.
Blue Blazes, who hated men a· few
forced to endure with but a single
One advautage in purchasing a trio
one.
These tests are becoming all the more
have ever bated them, was loneon
horses
affairs
thit there is some foreign sub
of
came
dition
over that of buying tbe eggs is that little needed when we consider the millions of
mouotony. This triedsome.
He yearned for human society.
to
the
In
We can
stance in their eyi s.
break
chance is taken on the trio, while on dollars now being invested in band sepwhen they
When at last a man did appear on the
ended
first evening,
one always runs the risk arators, and remember the enormous
hand
the
other
the
sometimes
The
the horse whirled and dashed
beach
the
hardly convince
of eggs failing to hatch.
loss caused by cheap and inferior maunhook him. blue flanuel shirt In
Into the woods. But he rati only a
them that these gritty, sandy,
a badly
half α
and
Poultry raisers all over the country chines that may leave an extra 2 per cent
with
the distance. Soon he picked his way
Blue Blazes hiding In short
declare that the government's plan to fat in the skim milk, and which wear out
teeth of
scratching, irritating condisliover
back to the lake shore and gazed curiforce hens to lay more eggs will result in a few years.
lumber
grain
put
wared
they
tions are symptoms and effects
After that
in failure. They argue that nature
cau- at the intruder. The man was
By all means let us have official tests
fore peak.
which they ously
a fire of driftwood. Blue Blazes
controls the habits and character- of farm and dairy machinery.—Ν. Y.
iu buckets,
making
due to refractive errors which
water
reach.
and
istics of chickens and that over-feed- Produce Review.
within bis
blm cautiously. The man
to I
end
approached
shoved
an
tiously
may be corrected by the use of
had to be
ing will result in too rapid growth and
over the fire, fanning It
was
there
full
bending
was
B.
Of course
unnatural maturity. Forcing hens may
the Ellen
Qood Enough to Repeat.
bat. In a moment be looked up.
his
proper Glasses.
with
time
notidue
captain
be more easily and successfully accomthis. Iu
"More profit from each oow" should
half minute, perhaps more, horse
timbers. The
thatA be
of square
plished in tbe winter than in tbe sum- be the dairyman's motto.
Blue Blares and
of
man
horse
| gazed at each other. Probably
be
owner
the
blanked
mer, as the warmth of the body must
Let Us Take
fied
Success is largely dependent on one's
his hln'jketv
it was a moment of great surprise for
maintained then, but authorities on the
take
might
oost.
knowledge of production
them both. Certainly It was for the
subject differ.—Turf, Farm and Home.
Out.
Good eyes and good sense of smell are
Blue Blazes pricked
man.
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Norway,

Hardware,
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Stoves,

Ranges.

Pipe Repairing,
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fountain Tea

Nuggets

tueai,

Specialist

Specialist

—

K18.0lSalt

■

DR. PARMENTER milking.^an

to4lipSf"»tus®the

Positive

Ely's Cream Bain j

harnessed

ΓΓ\/Γ|

squared

Anything in
Your Eye?
Many people

uneventful
exasperating

very
Lafe

furniture

were

here until I saw
them take off tbe cars a lot of those
knots lust like tbe ones I'd seen on tbe

other states."

Seventeenth Ceutury Notion·.
That it is very 11! lucke to have a
hare crosse one in the highway. That
to have yellow speckles on the nailes
of one's hand is α great signe of death.
That when the left choeke burues it is
a eigue some bodie talkes well of you,
but if the right cheeke burues it Is a
eigne of ill. That when a man's uose
bleeds but a drop or two that It Is a
eigne of 111 lucke. That when a man's
noie bleeds but one drop, and at the
left nostril, it is a signe of good lucke.
but on the right ill. That if a man
stumbles i:i a morning as scone a.; he

out of dores it is a signe of 111
lucke. That If a man walking In the
fields iinde any foure leave J graf.se be
shall lu a small while after Untie some
good thing. That it Is not good to put
on a new sute, pare oue'u nailes or
begin anything ou a Childermas day.
That if a mau he drowsle it is a signe
of ill lucke. That it Is a signe of ill
lucke to fiude money. That it is naught
for u man or woman to lose their hoje
garter.—Lonuou Notes and Queries.
comes

A Sketch of Charlen Lamb.
As his frame, so was his genius. It
was as fit for thought as could be and
equally unfit for uction, and this ren-

dered him melaucholy, apprehensive,
humorous and willing to make the best
of everything as it was, both from tenderness of heart and abhorrence of alteration. Ills understanding was too
great to admit au absurdity; his frame
was not strong enough to deliver it
from a fear. His sensibility to strong
contrasts was the foundation of his
humor, which was that of a wit at once
melancholy and willing to be pleased.
He would beard a superstition and
shudder at the old phantasm while be
did It. One could have imagined him
cracking a jest in the teeth of a ghost
and then melting Into thin air himself,
out of sympathy with tbe awful. Ills
bumor and his knowledge both were
those of Hamlet, of Mollere, of Carlin,
who shook a city with laughter, und in
order to divert his melaucholy was recommended to go and hear himself.—
Leigh Hunt's Autobiography.
Quarter Deck and Gangway.

Quarter deck originated from tlie arrangement that the portion of tbe deck
the
bo called was about one-fourth of

whole space. Fore or forward castle
received its name as being the principal part of the ship In which tbe fighting took place, being raised much
above the level of the other part of the

commanding posideck and holding
tion. Poop, tbe raised after part of tbe
ship, set upart tor officers, both In
a

meaning and derivation, comes from
the Latin.
Gangway has been handed down
from tbe days of tbe ancient galleys
of the Phoenicians, Carthagenlaus and
Romans, It having been a board which

as
ran along the whole length, serving
from
a passage for tbe rowers to and
their seats. It was also utilized as a
resting place for the mast and sail
when not In use. Tbe term now denotes a place of exit or entrance from
vessel, generally from tbe
or to α

shore, by

platform.
Too

means

many

men

of a long
mistake

plank

RICHARDS,

Mint Street,

South Paris.

Wanted.

requirements of the dairyman.

alcoholic

thoughts for genius.-Atchison Glob·.

Make Farming Pay.
When a can becomes a little rusty it
George M. Clark, tbe "grass king/' of should be discarded at once.
Uiganum, Conn., writes to The TrioTry to deteot every odor that taints

Farmer: "The facts are, if you are
going to make farming an industry of
interest in this country you have got to
make it pay well, and we cannot make it
pay unless we use different methods
from those we have been using. When
I bunted up tbe grass question for you
une

the milk or injures the flavor of the
butter.
Raise as muoh feed for the cows as
so much
you can, instead of baying
of it.

By raising your feed you concentrate
your produce into a valuable produot,
or more,
I
twenty-five
years
ago
and bring up the land with it.
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- people the
found
average crop didn't exceed
The dairyman should keep in mind
solicited.
ing year. Correspondence
one-half ton an acre. I think you will that he is
producing a human food and
H. D. COLE,
find at this time there is quite a large that milk is used in its natural state
increase, at all events. I am thanking without
Bryant's Pond, Me.
cooking as most foods are preyou and everybody olse for helping to pared.
April nth, ιοος
the
and
more
make the farms
productive
Cowa have their weak pointa. So do
farmer· to make more money."
men.
Take one weak one of each and
put them together, and the fur is apt
Dairying can be made a profitable to fly.
An experienced man to bunch branch
of farming if modern methods
dowels. Must be of good habits and are adopted, snch as the use of ensilage,
The handsome hone Is not always the
improved dairy stock, the 1 siproved best for practical purposes. Very often
give good reference.
of
the
all
up- It is the plain horse that shows the most
cream separator»—in fact
J. A. KENNEY,
to-date methods.
eoduranoe, speed and useful traits.
Sooth Pari».

WANTED.

KDCUniaw·*—.
Rheumatism
constitution
constitutional

bone

^ the
of
|t

QxSOaWS·
and pains*-—
In local aches
and stiff

Inflamed Jointsit cannot pe
muscles,—zxit applications.
"Too see," said Lafe, In
the matter afterward, "1
cored by local
•

·

·

0

COiwHiiilivMI
for burls. I bad
It ΓθφΠΓΟΒ
through
I was about sixteen.
acting
"•«■nMii

·

·

·

explaining
hunting

was

'em first when
It was once when
a lot of us went up on the steamer
from 8aglnaw after black bass. We
dmhiuu·
landed somewhere and went up a river
seen

Uw

w—

coarse of the

greet

Into Mullet lake. Well, one day I got
after a deer, and he led me off so far
I couldn't find my way back to camp.
I walked through the woods for more'n
a week before I came out on the lake

shore. It was while I was tramping 1
around Oat I got into a hardwood
swamp where I saw them burls, not

Ε

was

a

three-quarter blood

was Chieftain. Yoo
would have known that by
bis deep, powerful cbeet, hi·
chunky neck, hie substantial, shaggy
fetlocked legs. He had a family tre·registered sires, you know—end had ne

Noraau,

wished could have read you a pedigree
reaching back to Sir Navarre (0893).
Despite all this, Chieftain was guilty
of no undue pride. Eight years In the
trucking business takes out of one all
such nonsense. True, as a three-yearold he had given himself some airs.

shipment east.
They are not

unused to ton weight
horses in the neighborhood of the Bull β
Head, where the great sales stables
are. Still, when Chieftain was brought
out, his tine dappled coat ehinlug like
frosted steel In the suullght, and his
splendid tall, which had been done up

In straw crimps overnight, rippling
and waving behind him, there was λ
great craning of necki among the buyers of heavy drafts.
"Gentlemen," the red faced auctioneer had shouted, "here's a buster; one
of the kind you read about, wide us a
wagon, with a leg on each corner.
There's a ton of him, a whole ton.
Who'll start him at three hundred?
Why, he's as good as money In the

bank."
That bud been Chieftain's Introductiou to the metropolis. But the triple
hitch Is a great levelor. In single harness, even though one does pull a load,
there Is chance for Individuality. One
may toss one'* head-aye. prance a bit
ou a nipping morning. But get between
the poles of a breast team, with a
horse on either side and a twelvo ton
load at the trace ends, and—well, one
soon forgets eucb vanities as pride of
champion sires, and one learns not to
...

adult. Scott'e Emulsion Is one of the greatest flesh.builders known to tbe medical
world.
Weil ntmi ym β êmmpl* Am
Infant

or

SCOTT λ BOWIE, "ΊηΙ«ί"'

Chieftain, too, In his first years be-

bad sometimes been
the untrained mates
who from time to time Joined tbe team.
He had taken p&rt In mane biting and
trace kicking, especially on days when
the loads were heavy and the files
thick, conditions which try tbo best of
horse tempers. But be had steadied
down into a pole horse who could set
an example that was worth more thun
all the six foot lashed ever tied" to u

poles,

tween the

Impatient

with

whip stock.
It was during tho spring of Chieftain's etebib year with the company
that thlu.'s really began to happen
First there eamo rheumatism to Tim.
Trucking uses up men as well as
horses, you know. While It Is the hard
work and the heavy feeding of oats
which burn out the animal, It is g-jn·
the exposuro and tbe hard drinking which do for tbe men. Tim, however, was alwnys moderate In his use
of liquor, so he lasted longer than

erally

to give way for no one else. He knew
by heart all the road rules of the
crowded way, and he stood for his

most driver·.

rights.

But at one and forty

So In stress of storm or quivering
summer heat did Chieftain toil between
the poles, hauling the piled up truck
year in and year out up and down ana
And in time
across the city streets.
he bad forgotten bis Norman blood,
had forgotten that he was the greatgrandson of Sir Navarre.
Some things there were, however,
which Chieftain could not wholly forcet

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda·

ease

If they do not, you are
to go on your knees or elide on
Flat rail car tracks
your haunches.
give you unexpected side slips. 80 do
the raised rims of manhole covers, but
when It comes to wet asphalt—your
oalks will not belp you there. It's Just
a case

to lack.

of nice balancing and trustiug

Much, of course, depends on the man
at the other eud of the lines. In this
particular Chieftain waa fortunate, for
a better driver than Tim Doyle did not
handle leather for the company. Even
the old man"—the stable boss—bad
bMii known to say as much.
Chieftain bad taken a liking to Tim
the first day they turned out together,
when Chieftain was new to the city
and to trucking. Driver Doyle's fondof slower
was
ness for Chieftain

growth.

In

those

days

there

sweet brook water,
drink It standing fetlock deep In
'.he hoof soothing mud! But the sorrel was lacking in enthusiasm for country life.
About the fifth day of bis rustication
the sharp edge of Chieftain's appreciaHe discovered
tion became dulled.
'.hat pasture life was wanting In varieWhen
Also he missed his oats.
ty.
one has been accustomed to twenty·
iour quarts a day, and bay besides,
Graie
grass seems a mild substitute.
industriously us he would it was hard
The sorrel, however,
to get enough.
was sure Cblettain would get used to

hydrant, the soft,
to

all that.

In time, of course, the talk turned to
the pulling of heavy loads. The sorrel
mentioned the yanking of a bay riclc,
laden with two tons of clover, from the
Two
tar meadow lot to the barn.
tons! Chieftain snorted In mild diedaln. Had not his team often swung
down Broadway with sixteen tons on
±e truck? To be sure, narrow tire·
BE

difference

oovravvfcj
an

0)*fer.

ity

orpin, which la
all the functions
>f a blood filter. Every oyster has a
i:oi:lh, a heart, a liver, a stomach and
• •ther
necessary internal organs, In·
rinding a set of cunningly devised In1 est lues.
The mouth Is at the small
nd of the oyster's body, near ths
iiluge of the shell. It is oval In shape,

shaped little
upposed to perform

•uteer

lietwccn the pole* of a breast team, with
a home on either eh le.
:he wearing of rain soaked cl jtbes callid for reprisal. One wet May morning
ifter vainly trying to bobble about tbe
linl, ituble Tim, with a bottle of horse
uent under his arm, gave it up and
iveut back to his bunk.
Team No. 47 went out that day with
ι new driver, u cousin of the stable

after case and barrel after barrel,
was that Chieftain could uot
thlii' ing about the fields of new

with
grass and other thlugs connected
tils colt days.
Sometimes when he was plodding
doggedly over the hard pavements,
with every footfall Jarring tired muscles, lie would think how nice it would
be, Just for α week or so, to tread
again that yielding turf he had known
such a long, long time ago. Then peron
haps he would slacken Just α bit
the traces, and Tim would give that

m το«κ.

•tit of the "curious" It is otvasloufclly
lone. When the mantle has been removed the heart, shaped like a créaient or horned moon, is laid to the
■lew. The oyster's heart Is made up
>f two parts, just like that of a hu•nan being. one of which receives the
•loud from the gills, ami the other
! rives it out through the arteries. The
!:ver is found in the immediate vicinof the heart nud stomach and le a

then It

belp

co.,

—un jusi »d ne iittu u(«milieu a uunored
times. LIulterloss and shoe freed, Chieftain pranced about the pasture for «il
the world like α two-year-old. WMh
bead uud tail up be rauged the field.
He even tried u roll on the grass. Tben
when be was tired be wandered about,
nibbling uow and tlien at α tempting
buticb of grass, but mainly exulting in
bis freedom. There were other company burses In tbo lield, but most of
tbem were busy grazing. Each was
disabled in some way. One was half
foundered, one bad α leg sprain, another swollen joints; but hoof complaints, such as toe cracks, quarter
cracks, brittle feet and the like, were
the most frequent ills. They were bot
a cheerful lot and were unsociable.
Chieftain went ambling off by himself and In due time made acquaintance with a rather gaunt, weather
beaten sorrel who hung hi· head lonesomely over the fence from an adjoining pasture. He seemed grateful for
the notice taken of him by the blf
Norman, and soon they were the beet
of friends. For hour* they stood with
their muzzles close together or their
uecke crossed In fraternal fashion,
swapping horse gossip after the manner
of their kind.
The sorrel, It appeared, wae (arm
bred and farm reared. He knew little
or nothing of pavements and city haulings. All bis years had been spent In
In spite of his bulging
the country.
ribs and unkompt coat Chieftain almost envied him. What a tine thing
it must be to live us the sorrel lived,
to crop the new grass, to feel the turf
under your feet and to drink, Instead
of the hard stuff one gets from the

Aiaatoni)' of

It was only in the afternoons that
these memories troubled Chieftain. In
the morning one feels fresh and strong
and contented, and when one has time
for anv thought at all there are com-

July
But along about 3 o'clock of
Kay, with stabling time too far away
to be thought of, when there was nothing to do but to stand patiently in the
glare of the «un baked freight yard,
while Tim and his helper loaded on

MKiwq »owoc>

To discover the heart of au oyster
the fold of flrtsh which *-rsterinen call
the "mantle" must Im* *«::eved. Till·
is fiital to the oyster, of eourse. but In
•lie Interest of science and for the ben-

the enticing smell of sweet Over In
one's nostrils, the sound of gently moving leaves In one's ears and the sense
that before as well as behind wer
loug hourj of delicious leisure.

a

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

[TO

These memories were not exact-

fortlng reflections that In the nose
bags swung under the truck seat aro
eight quarts of good oats and that noon
must come some time or other.

POWDER

Absolutely Pur·

ind soft jrolni' me«1·

ly clear, but, vague as they were they
•tuck
They had to do with fields of
new grass, with the elastic feel of dew
moistened turf under ones hoofs with

apt

throat or bronchial troubles In

the soft word.

do his best to steady them down to
the work. He had learned to stop at
crossings when a els foot Broadway
squad officer held up one flnger, and

somewhere.

we place thla label on every
package of Scott'e Emulsion.
Tbe man with a fish on hie back
le our trade-mark, and It le a
guarantee that Scott'e Emulsion will do all that le claimed
for It. Nothing better for lung,

ened.
In his early days Tim had been ready
to smash a wheel or lose one. to demand rlgiit of way with profane unction and to back Ida word with whip,
fist or bale hook. Dut be bad learned to
yield an Inch on occasion and to use

prance.
In his eight years as Inside horse of
breast team No. 47 Chieftain had forgotten much alwut pedigree, but he
He
had learned many other things.
had come to know the precise moment when In easing a heavy load
down an incline it was safe to slacken
away on the breeching ami trot gently.
He could tell, merely by glancing at a
rise in the roadway, whether a slow,
steudy pull was needed or if the time
had come to stick in his too calks and
throw all of his 2.000 pounds on the
collar. He had learned not to fret himself Into a lather about utrauge noises
and not to be overparticular as to the
kind of company in which he found
himself working. Even though hitched up with a vicious Missouri Modoc
on one side and a raw, half collar
broken Kauuck on the other, he won 11

sorest footing.
In this last you may Imagine there Is
no knack. Perhaps you think It Is done
offhand. Well, It isn't Ask auy experienced draft horse used to city
trucking. He will tell you that wet
cobblestones, smoothed by much wear
and greased with street slime, cannot
be traveled heedlessly. Either the heel
or the toe calks must find a crevice

Tor Voir Protection

bis home.
So for three years or more Chieftain
had always had a good night put ou tha
flank from Tim, and in tbe morniug.
after tbe currying and rubbing, they
bad a little friendly banter in the way
of love slups from Tim and good naPertured nosings from Chieftain.
haps many of Tim's confidences were
given half In jest, and perhaps Chieftain sometimes thought that Tim was
a bit slow in perception, but, ail In all,
each understood the other, even better
tbuu either realized.
Of course Chieftain could not tell
Tim of all those vague longings which
bad to c'.o with new grass an:l springy
turf, nor could he know thut Tim hail
similar longings. These thoughts each
kept to himself. But If Chieftain wus
of Norman blood, a horse whose noble
sires had r inged pasture and paddock
free froui rein or trace, Tim was a
Doyle who:-<> father and grandfather
had lived <·! e to the good green eod
and had du le their toll iu the open,
with the cool and calm of the country
to iionthe ami revive them.
Of tanli delimits us these both Chieftain a:: \ Tim had lasted scantily, hurand for them, in the
riedly. in y
lap ;es of the daily grind, both yearned,
ο:·.«·ϊι after his own fashion.
Aud. each !u his way, Tim and Chieflain were philosophers. As tbe years
had cotne a::<l gone, toil filled and uneventful. tl.e character of tbe man bad
ripened an J mellowed, the disposition
of the horse bad settled and sweet-

There was small wonder In that tie
had been the boast of Keokuk county
for a whole year. "We'll show em
what we can do In Indiana," the stockmaster had said as Chieftain, his silver
white tall carefully done up in red
flannel, was led aboard the care for

queer shrill chirrup of his, adding sympathetically, "Come, me bye; come
ahn!" Then Chieftain would tighten
the traces In an Instant, giving hi·
whole attention to the business of
keeping them taut and of placing each
Iron shod hoof Just where was the

Suddenly

his ears forward and whinnied. It was
an unmistakable whinny of friendliness If not of glad recognition. The
RMu
on the beach bad red hair—hair
man
of the homeliest red you could Imagine.
Also hi had eyes of the color of ripe
gooseberries.

or

affections

There was a young Tim, too, a
now and
then ride on the truck with his father.
One day—It was during Chieftain's
fifth year In the service—something
had happened to Mrs. Doyle. Tim bad
not driven for three days that time,
and when he did come back be was a
very sober Tim. He told Chieftain all
about It, Ijecauee he had no one else to
tell. Soon after this young Tim, who
had grown up, went away somewhere,
and from that time on the friendship
between old Tim and Chieftain becatnc
closer than ever. Tim ei>eut more aud
more of his time at tbe stable until at
the end he fixed himself a bunk in the
night watchman's office and made it

pointed office.
"Well, I worked

He was as
glad to see me as I was to see him.
They told me afterward that he was à
Mau killer nothing! Why,
man killer.
I rode that horse for over a hundred
miles down the lake shore with not a
sign of a bridle on lilm.
"Of course he don't seem to like other men much.-and he did lay up one
or two of my hostlers before I understood him. You see"—here Mr. Lafe,
furniture magnate, tlusiied consciously
—"I can't have any but red headed
men—red beaded, like me, you knowabout my stable on account of Blue
Blazes. Course it's foolish, but I guess
V a old fellow had a tough time oi it
when he whs young, same as I did.
And now—well, he just suits uic, Blue
Biases does. I'd rather ride or drive
him than any thoroughbred in this
country, and. by jinks, I'm bound he
gets whatever he wants even if I have
to lug in α lot of red headed men from

nui »

big, growing boy, who would

swept a
about. Indicating tbe sumptuously ap-

didn't find out for months.

tor

bad.

whereupon
comprehensive band

'What ar·
trees up In tliut wvamp.
them things** says I to tbe foreman.
"
'Burls,* says lie.
"'Worth anything? says I.
"'Are they?' says he. 'They're the
most expensive pieces of wood you can
find anywhere In this country. Them's
what we saw up into veneers.'
"That was enough for uie. I bad a
talk with the president of the company. 'If you can locate that swamp,
young man,' enys he, 'and it's got in it
what you say it has, I'll help you to
make your fortune.'
"So I started up the lake to find the
That's how I come to run
swamp.
IIow he
across Blue Blazes again.
came to be there I couldn't guess and

ciiuniuute

There was a Mrs.
than his horses.
Doyle, for Instance. Sometimes Chieftain saw her when Tim drove the truck
anywhere In tin vicinity of the flat
house In which be lived. She would
come out and look at the team, and
Tim would tell what fine horses be

factory,"

[

the Grit

ouier

at tbe time.
"When I showed up at home my stepfather was tearing mad. He licked me
good and had me sent to the reform
I ran away from there after
school.
awhile and struck tbe Perkins farm.
That's how 1 got to know Bine Blaze·.
After my row with Perkins I drifted
about a lot nntil I got work In this

knowing what they

expriment

S.
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Oxford

>oss. who had never handled anything
jctter than common, lightweight ex·
IIow Chieftain did miss
iress horses.
Tim those next few days! The new
uan was slow at loading, and to make
jp the time be cut short their dinner
Now, it Is not the wise thing
lour.
:o hurry lmrses who have Just eaten

,

of oats. The team finishid the day well blown and lu a conNext day the
lltlou generally bad.
and
lew man let the off horse stumble,
:here was a pair of barked knees to

sight quarts

>e

doctored.

Matters went from bad to worse un:11 on the fourth day came the climax.
Slndge acid is an Innocent appeuring
iquld which sometimes stands In pools
Good drivers know
lear gas works.
mough to avoid It. It is bad for the
j loofs. Tbe new man still had many
hlngs to learn, aud this happened to
In the morning Team
i· one of them.
17 was disabled. The company's vet( jrluary looked at the spongy hoofs and
•emarked to the stable boss: "About
hrce weeks on the farm will fix 'cm
ill ri::ht, I guess, but I should advise
of
rou to chuck thut uew driver out
He's too expensive for
;ho wiudow.

.18."

That was how Chieftain's yearnings
liappencd to bo gratified at last. The
farm
company, it seems, has a big
?omewbere "up state," to which dis

iblcd horses are sent for rest and réInvalided drivers must
look out for themselves. You cau got
ι hundred truck drivers by banging
jut a sign; good draught horses are to

cupération.

lie bad only for a price.
Chieftain and Tim parted with mutual misgivings.. To a younger horse
the lou.j ride lu the partly oik>u stx-k
car mtel.t have been a novelty, but
to Chieftain, accustomed to ferrie* and
the sight of all manner of wheeled
thlugs, it was without new sensations.
At the end of the ride—all, that was
different. There were tbe sweet, fresh
were1 fields, the
turf, the trees

springy green

and, though not readily discovered by
an unpracticed eye, It may be easily
located by gently pushiug a blunt bodkin or similar Instrument aloug the
folds of the surface of the body at the
with the
place mentioned. Connected
mouth is the canal which the oyster
uses in conveying food to the stomacb,
from whence it passes Into the curious
little set of netted and twisted Intestines referred to.—Santa Fe New Mexican.
Ceylon Sharks.

Sharks Infest the waters of Ceylon,
and the pearl divers of that region are
in

deadly

fear of tlieee wolves of the

deep. The divers are mostly Tamils and
Moormen and display marvelous en-

durance r.nd pluck. To protect themselves against the ever present danger
to which the presence of the sharks excbarina
poses them the divers carry
them by recognized "slinrk bind·

given

ers" who receive a small government
fee and a dozen oysters a day from
Owing to the constant
each lioat.
no! *.· and splashing, the sb irk* are
generally kept at a distance, aud accidents are rare.

Ptimnna Kin*

Of.

Og. the famous king of Pashan. mentioned In Deuteronomy, had a liedstead
nine cubit* long, or about sixteen and
It Is doubtful whether
ii hall' feet.
Ο.» h'nutelf was of the full length of
his bedstead. Many bones of reputed
giants have been found In different
countries of the v.-erld. and uninformed
peop!e lia.-tily concluded that the men
to whom these bonce were supposed
to have belonged must have been from
fifteen to thirty feet in height. All
•uch remains have been proved to be
those of the gigantic animals existing
In a former era of the world'·

history.

Poet *4.
"Can you repeat the Declaration of
Independence?" she asked.
"I used to be able to," he replied,
"but about all I remember of It now
le, To be or not to be—that la the que··

tlou.'

Judre.
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Oram wood.
Mrs. ▲. S. Brooks la attll quite feeble,
bat ·ο that her daughter Mary returned
to her work In Woodstock last Sunday.
She is at work (or Mrs. Oranyllle Felt
Harvesting is practically ended, al-

MM
Wnt Paris.
The Bethel ohorna attended the Mnslo
Mr. Nelson Stevens, one of onr respected citizens, died Tuesday of lut week Festival In Portland and aeveral of onr
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL after a long illness of paralysis. For citizens were alao in attendance.
Misi Lnoia Weed hat gone to Botton
many years Mr. Stevens has been in failSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Ml·· Weed
ing health and for the past two years has to attend an art school.
been almost helpless, daring which time baa shown a decided talent for art
Parte HUI.
Mr. Gilbert Tuell, Bowdoin '06, son of
he has been faithfully and tenderly oared

THE OXFORD BEARS.

flret Baptist Church. Bar. B. O. Tatlor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 1045 a. 1. Sumlay
Sabbath Eve&lug Service at
School at 12 M.
7 JO p. κ. T. P. 8. C. K. Tmmut «Teniae.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 JO. Covenant Meeting the laat rH«<ay before the 1st
Sunday of the month at 82» p. ■. All not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited
CnlvenaUet Church.
Sunday School «very
S on day at 10:4SA. ■.

The dynamite stolen from the powder
boose at tbe mine on Crocker Hill when
it was broken into » few week· since,

wu discovered a few days
under the building.
Col. Char lee Morris, who ha· been
stationed at the Preeidio, San Francisco,
has been transferred to the command of
the artillery district of Portland, Maine,
with headquarter· at Port Williams.
This will probably mean that the Morris family will come to Paris Hill, where
they have already spent several sum-

since hidden

Single Copie· of the Democrat are tour centi
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher* or tor the convenience of pairont
jingle rople· of each Usue have been placed on mers.
«ale at the following place· In the County :
An adjourned meeting of the First
Brook·' Drag Store.
South Parla,
Shiurtleff'· Drug Store.
Baptist Parish of Paris will be held in
Norway,
Noyé·' Drug Store.
the veetry on Tuesday, Oct. 10, at 2:30
Stone'· Drug Store.
o'clock, to take such action as «hall
A Ifred Cole, Pcatmaater.
Suckdeld,
A. T. Lew!·, Insurance Oflce. seem best in regard to building a new
t'ryeburg,
Mrs. tiurlow, Poet Office.
Pari* Hill,
chimney for the church furuace, aud all
Samuel T. White.
We« Parla.
necessary changes in the church building on account of tbe same.
Mrs. L. B. Merrill went to Boston
Coming Events.
Monday morning for a vacation of two

Mr. Stevens was
for by his family.
horn in Maidstone, Vermont, May 28th,
1837, and was married in Newton, Mass.,
43 years ago the 10th of last March, to
Miss Mary A. Humphrey.
Twenty-two
years ago this month Mr. and Mrs.
Stevens came here and since that time
have oconpied the present homestead.
Mr. Stevens leaves a widow and four
ohildren, Cora E., wife of Kldron Stearns,
Dwight H., of Auburn, Minnie E., who
lives at home, and Charles B. of North
Paris. The funeral service was held at
the home Friday afternoon at 1 o'clock
and was largely attended by neighbors
and friends. Eight relatives came from
Vermont, among them being two brothers and two sisters of the deceased. The
service was conducted by Rev. Isabella
S. Macduff who spoke most appropriate
and comforting words.
There were
many beautiful flowers, expressive of
the sympathy of neighbors and the regard of relatives and friends. The
family wish to express their heartfelt
thanks to all neighbors and friends for
their kind assistance, and to all who remembered them with flowers. Mr. Stevens was a most kind and indulgent
husband and father, and was ever
thoughtful of the happiness and comfort

permanent employment.
MissGoodall, the trained nurse from
Portland who has been oaring for Mrs.
Bunting, has gone to her home and her
place is supplied by Mrs. Mary Everett
of Deering. Mrs. Bunting is gaining
very satisfactorily at the present time.
The measles are making Bethel a
several

cases

having

appeared

among the students.
Dr. J. G. Gehring has purchased of
the Wright estate the beautiful residenoe
built and formerly occupied by the late
Alice Gordon Wright, and at present is
changing the beating apparatus.
Walter Wight is recovering from a
severe illness.
Mrs. Alice Farwell has been very ill
but is more comfortable at present

writing.
The labeling

at the

corn

shop

will

olose this week, and last Monday one
carload was forwarded to Philadelphia
parties and orders have been received
for

the

whole

amount

canned.

α

A position
experience.

beautifully

fi-jui men and tiresome matters,
of earth
a contempt for the puuincss
ami an unitouudcd sense of sociability
w'.lii
ami camaraderie with tho^e
whom one le basketed aloft lu those
It Is a
few square l'eet of wicker.
philosopher's Joy, bailoouing, the sport
that it
of the scieutitic, an J the idea
a new thrill or curdles the
ness

there are some apples to pick
potato crop was generally
light and rotted badly In some places.
One of our neighbors planted over one*
half sn acre and harvested about 10
bushels of fair sited potatoes, his crop
being nearly destroyed by rust. Another men planted about the same provides
amount of ground and put 188 bushels blood of jaded and sinful butterflies
into the cellar; no ruat and but very
may be good enough for the halfpeuny
little rot.
but nut for the wiseacres of the
press,
the
to
stock
They are making an effort
Aeio club.—Bystander.
and
with
trout
salmon,
ponds about here
but since the ponds all oontaln more or
Lucky HunnboM.
less pickerel, which are the most ravenThere is a right way and a wrong in
ous of all the fresh water fish, they will
was
the picking up of a horseshoe. I
probably get the lion's share.
Dr. Packard has just left here and in- walking with a country bred l>oy along
formed his patient that he would be a Somerset lane and saw one lying in
able to return home the last of the the crumbling summer rut. "There is
week. The doctor says his apples are
The lad sprang
a horseshoe." said I.
nearly all picked, and that there will be
forward, but stopped suddenly before
not far from 450 barrels of first quality,
I
his lingers touched the Iron. "But
far more than at first estimated.
shall
A very pleasant wedding occurred at won't pick It up," said he, "or I
the home of 0. 6. Whitman last Sunday, spoil your luck." It may perhaps hare
the contracting parties being John King been only a point of etiquette, but he
and Bessie Whitman, both of this town. assured me that a horseshoe of my
The knot was tied by Rev. Seth Benson
finding could bring luck neither to him
of North Paris; reception booked for
nor to me if he touched" It before me.—
Saturday evening, 13th Inst.
London Standard.
is
out
Our Nimrod hunter, Allon Cole,
again with an unknown companion,
Which Wa· Itf
probably In pursuitof big game.
"Look
The governor was puzzled.
Wasn't that thunder shower Wednesday evening a heavy one for this time of here," he said, turning to his private
the year? There was an empty sap secretary. "Can you tell me whether
bucket in the yard, and this morning it tliis note comes from my tailor or my
contained five inohes of water; but that
legal adviser? They're both named
was not a true measurement since the
Brown."
vessel flares toward the top.
The note w as as follows:
Sorry about the trouble in Cuba, but
I have beRun your suit. Rend y to be
still hope it will be settled before anyliHOWK.
tried on ThurtUay. Cortu· in.
body gets hurt.
The forest leaves are fading, and so —Toledo Blade.
are we; soon they will fall, and so must

though

yet.

Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Tuell, has gone to
Kansas City where he expects to have

visit,

Wanted.

The PLiloacpher'a Sport.
sense of
A balloon trip pire:; o^e η
also
utter arid complete stillness and
seroae feeliaj of aloof-

Mr.

Whitman is very popular with the farm-

The

as

nurse,

by

a

Headquarters

^
lady

of

Address or call, Mrs.
E.
A.
Townsend, Otisfield (P. Ο
address, Oxford, R. F. D. i).

Agents Wanted.

The Mnssachuiietts Mutual Accident
Association offers an excellent opportunity to engage in a lucratifs business.
Experience helpful but not necessary in
an up to date accident and health insurFor particulars address
ance.
C. M. DA ICY, General Agent,
214 Main St., Lewiston, Me.

^

FOR HORSE BLANKETS!
I

can

extra

fit your horse

large.

I

can

to a blanket even if he is

fit your

pocket

book

very reasonable.

My prices are

very «mail

or

I have all grades.

as

JAMES N. FAVOR, K«8TthoerI,uck"
TVorway, Maino.

Ol MAln flit.·

For Sale.
Fern Street,
finished
rooms, one unfinished room with
plenty of closet room, shed and
stable. Buildings all comparatively
new a· d in good repa:r.
Handy for
any ore who might work in the sh >p
Call
and will be s->ld at a bargain.
The Duttoa Place

Norway Village,

addre>s A.
way, Maine.

on or

on

seven

J. Stearns,

Clothes.

Nor-

NOTICE.

and the business men.
To th· ««older· of Oxford Count)* Bond··
The new business enterprise in Bethel
Notice Is hereby given that bond» nu iib"-ed 1
to SO, Inclusive, of the outstanding Court House
seems to be an assured fact and tbe
of Ox'ord County, Maine, are cai'ct for
bonds
kU
citizens have responded heartily to tbe
the Ni»way
payment and aro payable at on
Mies Lola
You'll find it easy to pick
November
Lane, who went Tuesday investment.
National Bank, at Norway, Maine,
or mree wee*».
Work Is progressing at the depot
flot, 1906.
of last week to Or. King's hospital in
Oct. 16, 17.—Oxford Con fere nee of Congrega
dressed men
the best
Ί he flfty Iwnds described above «111 cease to
and
tlona! Churches, Mexico.
widened
Mrs. James Kimball, who has been at Portland, had a
road
is
the
being
surgical operation the where
bear Interest after November flrat.
«VI H. Ά.— Oxford Association of I'nlversalUts, Elmhurst the
wherever you go ; they're
past two months, returned next day for appendicitis, which was lowered. The officials think it will take
GEOR.EM ATWOOD.
South Paris.
< >ct.
County Treasuiera, Jb—State teacher·' convention. Levin to her home io Rock Island, III., the first most successful, and from which she is two months at least to finish the job.
South Tart·, Maine, Oct. 10,1908.
wearing Hart, Schaflner
ton.
of this week.
making a good recovery. She was ac- About fifty men are employed.
Univeraalist Circle at Academy Hall companied by her
We're
Marx clothes.
&
Mrs.
C.
mother,
Mexico.
next Friday evening.
Programme and Howard Lane.
SEW ADV EKTISEM ENTS
them ; the
selling
Mr. H. R. Tuell has been taking the
prices as usual.
Adelbert Kidder reserved an orchard
hand
Sirs. A. Louise Wilbur of Lexington, mail route for C. R.
Water Power, Mill, Machinery and
are right,
while he had when be sold his farm in Hartford and
Anything In Your Eye?
Briggs
Men'* Clothes.
Mass., is the guest of relatives at Paris a 15 days'
vacation. Mr.
Clarence moved to Mexico.
Real Estate.
Crippling around
fit and
tailored,
they
Shirt Waists.
Hill.
Stearns has also bad a vacation, hie now bent and sore, compelled to use
By virtue of a decree of the Supreme Judicial
Headquarter· for Hor*e Blanket*.
William E. Atwood of Bowdoin Col- route being taken
there's no suspicion of
Hon- Tri-ru Are Hulniiccil.
Court of tbe State of Maine, made the twentyFur Coat*.
by his father, Mr. canes and walk with care, be probably we.
fourth
of
Hebron
Lawrence
McFarland
011
Kecelver'e Sale.
and
day of August, A. D. 1906, In the cause of
balance
Eidron Stearns.
lege
he had sold the orchard. Last
tree grows ia perfect
wishes
A
cotton in them ; they're
The
Linen
West
Sumner.
In
W.
Maxwell
et
J.
A Few Book».
al,
equity against
Academy were at George M. At wood's
The Wednesday Club will meet this week he went there to pick his apples;
When a large branch Manufacturing Company pendlDg In aald Suside.
Steam Engine an·! Boiler for Sale.
Howe and wife are going to every
The
Hiram
and
of
In
the
Judicial
Court
Sunday.
limb
Oxford,
Saturday
week
with
Mrs.
C.
G.
a
strictly all wool.
Morton.
of
County
the
Wanted.
did not estimate
strength
cue side, one of equal
winter with shoot» out on
wax appointed Receiver of «aid Tbe Linen
Dr. Austin Tenney.
Lewis'M. Brown and family are movThe Good Will holds an extra meet- properly, the limb broke and he fell a Ramford Falls to spend tbe
for fall are
fabrics
on tlie other. Manufacturing Company and ordered to tell,
two
s:uulhr
or
i;:>pe.»r
size
Wanted.
Agents
ing from "Old Brick" to Admiral Lyon'· ing Thursday afternoon of this week and distance of ten or twelve feet to the their daughter, Mrs. L. P. Merrill.
For Sale.
same transfer or otherwise convert Into cash tbe propattractive.
Leroy Pulsifer i· putting in a cellar in The roots are balanced in the
residence, "Lyonsdeu," where a furnace will omit the meeting next week on ac- ground, nearly breaking his back and
Notice.
erty and asset* of said corporation, anil, In purhis orchard fur the purpose of storing way, a large br;:i!ch on one side belli;: surance of said decree, 1 snail sell, at tbe mill of
has been installed in preparation for the count of the Oxford Universalist AssoBankrupt'» 1'etHlon for Discharge.
so
badHe
was
other
injuries.
receiving
at
The
Linen
said
Manufacturing
Notice of Bankruptcy.
ce::ter
Company,
The
ruot.
his
a
winter.
matched l>y
largj
apples.
ciation at South Paris which many of ly hurt that be could not walk or crawl
Snow's Falls In Paris In the ounty of Oxford,
Faulty Digestion.
Alton Thaïes has returned from Weld of gravity Is thus always perfectly to the highest bidder, under the
Mrs. Alley and family, who have oc- the members wish to attend.
conditions hereto the house, and remained an hour unCure Catarrh Now.
seathe
he
work
has
been
at
where
inafter stated and subject to the approval of
Mr*.
Snow's
past
"Crossroads,"
place,
cupied
Mrs. Elva E. Locke spent last week on der the tree before he was able to secure
maintained.
said Court, on Tuesday, the sixth day of Novem
son.
f<>r
the
summer, returned to their New a carriage drive to
assistance. He came home and is imLovewell's Fight.
Bridgton.
ber A. D. 1906, at twelve o'clock noon, the fol1906 by
E. 6. Doble is at work in tbe cemeYork home Monday.
The cellar at the house of C. H. proving.
lowing described property of said The Linen
I'lnirne of Invention*.
Hart Schaffncr & Marx
Mrs.
owned
tbe
lot
by
Company ; tho Mill and buildgrading
tery
of
Judge Deering and wife of Saco were Bates was entered last Tuesday night,
the
Miss Mary L. Reed, daughter
is a plague to mod- Manufacturing
Human
ingenuity
thereto
and
structures
together
appurtenant
Small.
ings
of Mrs. Ε Π. Jackson last week.
by tramps, it is supposed, but nothing late Lewis H. Reed, started Monday Eleanor
A BOSTON NEWSPAPER SAYS THAT IT guests
some excuse for with the machinery, appliances, tools, chemicals
Harlan C. Barrows, a veteran of the ern life, ami there is
Several from this village went to Β >s- was secured except some loaves of bread. morning for Pasadena, Calif., where she
and all other articles comprising the tiroperty
re.rirded
who
WAS FOl'UHT AT OSSIPKK, Ν. H.
man
a
of
view
his
the
great
brother,
and assets of t-ald The Linen Manufacturing
too on the excursion Mouday, including
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cole were made is to be married to John L. Tapley, a civil war, who boards with
H. Barrows, keeps a nice team and the Inventor of railways as a curst· to Company and In or about said Mill and It*
Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce and Mr. and
happy last Tuesday by the birth of a former workman at Rumford Falls, now Geo. often
A lso the water power and all
appurtenances.
his
is
that
be
seen
Mrs. Mark Shaw.
grand- his race. The truth p:»'»a'»iy
carrying
Mrs. Abbie having a good position at Pasadena. may
"He thought he *aw a buffalo
real estate of The Linen Manufacturing Comdaughter, Ruth Ooris.
M. C. Barrows1 little girls, to no invention is at first perfect, and we pany at said Snow's Falls, comprising the premthe chhuney piece,
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson and Miss Mary Washburn is nurse and Miss Eva
Upon
She will spend two days in Boston with uieces,
Bryant
He looked again. an<l found It was
ises conveyed by tbe Snow's Falls Manufacschool at the village.
Hubbard have gone to Boston to atteud is housekeeper for Mrs. Cole.
have to suffer from its transitory im- turing Company to tald The Linen Manufacturfriends, thence by rapid transit to her
Ht» sinter s husbaud's niece."
Arthur Bonney has sold his house at
the World's W. C. T. U. convention.
Methodist society were well destination. Miss Grace Park invited
The
Lancet.
ing Company by deed dated September SO, 1902,
Last Thursday the young lady who.
end of the village to James perfections-London
Jarvis M. Thayer was in Lewiston
and recorded In the Oxford County Registry of
pleased with the patronage at their din- the Laurel Club, to which Miss Reed the upper
of
the pseudonym· us name
utnier
town.
this
of
a
resident
Deeds, Eastern District, In Book 276, rage 413,
former
over Sunday.
Buck,
ner, supper and sale last Tuesday, con- belonged, to meet at her home Friday
A Sensitive Cniilnr.
excepting and reserving, however, all the emery
"Peuelope Penfeather," edits a departMrs. John Heald has been quite sick
Ex-Gov. Perham and family got start- sidering the unfavorable weather. Mrs.
to hold a good-bye party, at the
ore lying on laid premises; also the premises
a
evening
not
is
of
the
editorial
the
Boston
of
ment of
yours
Baxter—That dog
page
ed for thi ir winter home in Washington David Emmons, assisted by Mr·. E. D. close of which the best wishes of the for a few days.
conveyed by Mark II. Nlskanen to said Tbe
Eveuiukj Herald, devoted a portion of last Thursday, the Governor having reJ. A. Tuell says that the big hog which full blooded Boston terrier, i-s he? Bix- Linen Manufacturing Company by deed dated
Stilwell, bad charge of the sale table and club were tendered to Miss Reed.
October 14.1902. ami recorded In said Keglstry
her apace to some observations evoked covered from his recent Illness.
lie.-r
he killed last week weighed S62 pounds. by—Hush, old chap: doifî |;»t him
Mrs. Prank L. Willis and Mrs. Hattie B.
In Rook -276, Page 412. part of tbe premises last
George (Jigger from Mattapan, Mass.,
by a view of a handful of sand which
The county commissioners were in you. He thinl: < ho Is.—Woman's Home mentioned being subject to a mortgage to Louise
Mrs. Albion Keith and son of Portland Mooney of the dining room and kitcheu. is
M.
Mrs.
T.
Stevens.
his
sister,
visiting
was taken from the mound at Ossipee, are
J. Brlggs of South Paris In fald town of Paris
town on Wednesday of last week to
guests at Miss Persis X. Andrews'.
There was no special entertainment exErnest Brown, for a long time employCompanion.
on which there Is now due the sum of sixty-one
and which is now carefully preexamine the piece of state road built
Mrs. Lyon and Mrs. James went to
a graphophone by Joeiah Moody.
MonMadieon
started
for
at
ed
dollars and fifty cent* ($61 50) which mortgige
cept
Rumford,
served in an ancient sugar bowl; and in New York last week for a brief
stay, The net proceeds were $48.55.
is to be assumed and paid by the party purchas
win- this year. They stayed over night at
there
thie
to
work
lias
the
gift
as
b«·
day,
intending
sinirs
one
Kvery
the course of her observations she after which Mr*. James is to make a trip
Freeman
Parrar's.
Ing raid property ; also the premises conveyed
Lee Marshall has recently made a trip ter.
the luck.—Froin by Greenlcaf Emery to said Tbe Linen Manuascribed to Ussipee the glory of being abroad.
Several telephones in this vicinity were and marrie··, as he lias
to New York with Rev. A. K. Baldwin.
Mrs. Charles W. Guptill from Peru
facturing Company by deed dated February 24,
memorable
of
the
the scene
battle,
of the Portuguese.
Hon. Prentiss Cummings went to BosMrs. P. D. Small is being visited by spent some time here last week visiting burned out in the severe ehower
1903. and recorded In aald Registry In Book 279,
known as Lovewell's Fight, which at ton
F. J. Brown has been
on a business trip, and ex- her mother.
Tueeday
Page 120; also the premises conveyed by Charles
night.
Saturday
AT
former neighbors.
John
Lovewell
Buck et al, to aald The Linen Manufacturing
T.
Me.,
Capt.
times since last May.
Fryeburg,
pects to return to Paris Hill this week.
Dr. P. E. Whoeler is receiving a visit
and
the 16th Inst, a two days' burned out four
Steam
deed dated April 20, 1903, and reTuesday,
by
Company
for
fought with the Indians in May, 1725,
to
work
Miss Julia Carter left Saturday for from his parents, Mr. and Mra. Wheeler, session of
Amy Young has gone back
corded In said Registry in Book 379, Page 309,
Congregationalists meets here
and she stated that the mound at Ossipee
Morrill.
which last mentioned premises are subject to
For Sale Cheap.
Montclair, N. J., where she bas a posi- of Oakland.
in conference with Rev. Mr. Fisher's Mrs. Cynthia
is the grave of the Indians slain in that tion as assistant librarian in the
the rights of said grantors, their heirs and aspublic
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Lunt of West church.
horse power signs to pasture all said premises not coversix
Wilson's
Second
hand,
battle. "Penelope's" ideas concerning
in that place.
library
are here on a two
a man who with
ed by the water of tbe reservoir which said The
Mass.,
G.
Somerviile,
Edwin
Wiggett,
Lovewell's Fight are so jumbled and con
J. A. Buckman, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. engine and eight horse power boiler. Linen Manufacturing Company or Its assigns
weeks' visit and are stopping with their his family has lived here several years,
West Bethel.
fused as to call to mind the description
has built or maintained, or shall build or mainMr. and Mrs. Charles H. Bates. has been in failing condition several Buckman, Leon Bennett and Miss Lilian Call and see them at A. C.
cousins,
tain thereon and excepting and reserving all the
who had "How broad, how 'Icep. how calm, how sweet
which an aucient veteran
South Paris, Me.
Mrs. J. R. Tucker took her daughter months, became insane three weeks ago Littlebale, all started for Boston Mon- Machine
wood and timber upon aald premises or that
(,>ctober
These
dear
his
day·!
"fought at Bunker Hill" gave of
shall hereafter grow there and no partition
Eva to the hospital for treatment last and it was decided that be should be day morning on a vacation.
The »ky be ml· low the hill· to κ reel,
fences shall be built on said premises; also the
experiences in connection with that bat- Au't through the drer.iny haze
S. W. Bennett went out on the stage
sent to the insane asylum at Augusta.
Saturday.
conveyed by Willard E. Bryant to said
premises
tle: "We marched over Chatterton Hill Κ heavrn or earth I cannot nee,
Austin
Dr.
and Mrs. S. W. Dunham remained He was taken there last week by select- to Berlin and other places for an outing.
Mr.
Linen Manufacturing Company by deed
The
and through the woods back of Ticon- Nor solve the pleaelng mystery,
Mrs. Dwight Thurston is a guest of
dated April 2", 1903, and recorded In said R gisat home two or three days after return- man H. T. Richards and Owen P. Smith.
'Tie wonderful ! October'· eun
deroga until we came out on the York Hake· para·Use at noon;
try in Book 279, Page 304; also all right, title and
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Olson.
ing from Waterville, and are now with
Tuesday, the 9th, was a cloudy, dark
Interest which said The Linen Manufacturing
Kiver, where the British gunboats lay in And night, with all her star· a· one,
The work on tbe town hall is proin Brattleboro, Vt.
u.
relatives
until
β
p.
little
rain
with
but
Company had at tbe time of said decree or now
day
front of Charlestown, and, following Pay· homage to the moon.
of
has and wliiai I. aa said Receiver, now have in
There was a dance at Dunham's Hall At that hour a thunder shower com- gressing finely under the supervision
«un t>y (lay, the moon by night.
The
Old Put through the swamp, we drove Stir
certain Letters Patent of the United States and
It is now shingled, claplast Priday evening. These social dances menced—the lightning was sharp, the Lewis Olson.
every lense of sweet delight."
of certain foreign countries applied for by or
the redcoats from Bunker Hill into the
All Wool Suits that have been $10.00, $12.50, $13.50,
are held once in two weeks, with music thunder loud and both continued until boarded and painted.
Issued to Benjamin Cushlng Modge, as follows:
Nature'· gowned In gorgeou-* hue,
Now
most
was
the
Pedee.'' Lovewell's Fight
was in town
of
Errol
E.
Bennett
Ε.
Her bridegroom, Winter old, to greet,
Martin.
Tuell &
the evening and
near 9 o'clock.
Austria, applied for Apr. 10,1903;
by
During
on
soil
the
battle
ever
$15.00 are marked $5.00 to close.
sale.
fought
And the little flies light on your face.
important
Belgium. 169,879, Apr. 14, 1903;
Mrs. David Emmons intends to go until 2 o'clock Wednesday morning it Saturday with a load of apples for
All trustfully, to warm their feet."
of Maine, aud it is strange that so acFrance, 321,124, Apr. 11,19U);
A cold wave struck here Sunday
of this week to Boston, rained continuously, some of the time
Will
be
at Elm House, Norway,
Wednesday
Germany, lia,two, Apr. 9, 1903;
The apple crop is light here, and the
complished a writer as "Penelope Penwhere she will attend the World's W. C. copiously. The shower struck just as morning after the rain of Saturday
Those that have been $16.00, $17.00, $19.00, $22.00
Hungary, 29,890, Apr. 14, 1900;
Hours 9 a. m.
Oct.
feather" should know so little about potato crop more so.
were In the air
Italy, 225, Vol. 171, Apr. 20.1803;
T. U. convention to be held in that city. the mill bands at the Falls were starting night, and snowflakes
that desperate and sanguinary encounter
now $S.oo.
H. W. Dennison is now prepared to
and
forenoon.
4.276.
21,1903;
the
times
Portugal,
several
Aug.
during
warranted.
to S p. m.
All
Prom there she will go to Philadelphia for their homes and boarding places,
Russia, applied for Apr. 1.1903;
as to think that it took place at Ossipee,
supplv customers with corn and meal.
and Washington, D. C., to visit relatives many of them living a mile or more
June 30.1903;
31.557,
Spain,
At Hotel,
East Brownfield.
Ν. II., and that the mound which i* at
Wednesday, Sweden. 19,110, Apr. 11, 1903;
Only a small number from this place and expects to remain antil December.
away and not prepared for a walk of
Mexico. 3.149, Aug. 29, 1903;
Ossipee is the grave in which the In- attended the North Waterford fair.
Tbe Congregational Circle met with Nov. 7th.
Mrs. Anna C. Young went Saturday fifteen or more minutes during a shower.
Argentine. 3,644, July 23,1903;
dian* buried their warriors who were
Mrs. Grace Mitchell of Portland visitMrs. Oscar Poore last week.
to Portland to visit her daughter.
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slain in that battle.
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In the matter of
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LORING H. ROBERTS, } In Bankruptcy.
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Bankrupt. )
Mr. Charles King of Arlington, Mass.,
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District Court of the United States for the
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M. M. O'Reilly is having a vacation marriage
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of Rumford Palls.
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District of Maine:
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in
the
United
Stephens,
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Thursday, but she does not fully suc- from the railway station, and, with his
The first snow of the season fell here
H. ROBERTS, of Rumford Falls, In
Preeman Morse returned from his day. With tables ready at β r. m.
Also all rights and interests In every name and
ceed in doing so. While she now states wife, is visiting in Canada.
the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
last
said The I.lnen Manufacturing
which
Thursday.
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trip to East Β Hill Thursday. Tuesday night's shower was not favorIn aald District, respectfully represents, that on
that Capt. Lovewell fought his last batThe thunder storm Tuesday evening hunting
had at the time of said decree or now
His party took home two deer.
the 28th day of Oct., lant past, be was duly Company
able. Patrons were comparatively few.
has and which, I, as said Receiver, now bave by
Here and There.
tle in Fryeburg, she says that a battle was quite heavy here, but did more good
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with the Indians was fought at Ossipee than harm for rain was much needed.
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the winter with Amos S. Bryant.
fully compiled with all the requirements recorded in the Patent Offlce at Washington in
what the Democrat* propose to do In the next
thinks, evidently,, that the mound at by her sisters, Mrs. Mary M. Bean of
Geo. W. Whitman of Norway was in
W. Briggs of Freeman, «η Frank" Legislature. α β the ν are In the minority. It of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching tbe District of Columbia, United States of A mcriFrank
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his bankruptcy.
Ossipee is the grave of the Indians slain Concord, Mass., and Mra. Ella Palmer of town Wednesday on his way to Grafton Un
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and
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Legislation
shaped
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his estate under said
Farrar. Mrs. Parrar is reported very
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end
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the grave of Indians slain in a battle
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by vlitue of a certain lease given by said The
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ing the foregoing petition. It is
Linen Manufacturing Company to sai l Carroll
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fast.
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the
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Harold Gammon baa a position, ai
clerk In the store of X. D. Bolster & Co.

SOÛTH_PARIS,

Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Briggs of Port
land were guests at Ce-»rge R. Morton's

Sunday.
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Charles H. Howard aud family arc
spendine a week's vacation at Oxford
and Portland.

■· to 7 30 r. H.
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SOUTH

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Wing of Wayne
visited her father, I. J. Monk, a few
days last week.

ΡΑΚΙ·

A. M., dallr ; 9:44 Α. H.,
tiolng down east)—Λ:3β
4:35 p.
dally.
.tally except Sunday;
a.
m., dally; 3.-Λ> p. m.,
i«olug up vwest)—loi)7
S :47 P. M., dally.
;
Sunday
except
lally

Miss Ethelyn Cummings of Xorway is
visiting her cousin, Mrs. Arthur U.
Tyler, for a few days.
Mrs. Jennette Emery of Skowhegan

CHUBCHM.
Rer. A. K. Bald
Klr-t Congregational Church,
service*. 10 45 a. X. and
«In. 1'astor. Preaching
Y. P. S. C. E.
School 12
Sunday
7-.«p.
meeting on Tuesday
it ·: tW p. M ; Church prayer
All, not otherwise con
evening at 7 Ό o'clock.
lnvlte>l.
Bo te i. are conllally
Pastor.
Methodist Church. Rev H. A. Clifford,
niornlug
prayer meeting #:30 a. m. ;
Sunday,
Sabbath
School
a.
:45
10
*.;
iire.t4 tilnn service
M
Kpworth League Meeting β 15 p. κ.:
meet
Do P.
7
prayer
meetlog
evening prayer
class meeting, Friday
;Πκ· rue*lay evening;

and Mrs. Ella Pray of Providence, R. I.,
are guests at L. S. Billings'.

Mr. and Mrs. Hayes of Auburn have
been the quests of their daughter, Mrs.
Alton C. Wheeler, for a few days.

by

U. Tyler of Murse Brook Farm,

Wed-

nesday.

;>:npmeut,

of each mouth.
Kebekah Lodge, No.
IV ·ί R.—Mount P!e*san
fourth Fridays of each
». meet·» second and
Hall.
mouth In >>dd Fellows'
So. 14S. meets
\ R—W. K. Kimball l'ost,
evening' of each
ηr-t and thirl Saturday
R.
Hall.
Λ.
In
U.
ai-nth.
\\
K. Kimball Relief Corps meets first
evenings of each month, In
thlr-l

H. P. Wheeler of Portland was called
to South Paris on business Saturday,
and visited his niece, Mrs. U. L. ilcbbard, between trains.

m

ach month.
meets every
·'. of P.—Hamlin l odge, No, 31,
Hall.
ay evening at Pythian

f

r

Elmer L. Aldrich and Walter S. Seswho purchased the Theodore
sions,
rhayer meat market recently, took
! )ossession of it Monday morning.

A special meeting uf the Good Cheer
will be held this Monday even-

society

w

in*.

m.

κ.

> wan

aim

tiaugnter

οι

i,j uu,

at Albert Dean's
of J ass., who have been
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus K. Lord
md visiting other relatives and friends
are guests at William II.
Maes
Beverly,
1 η town, have returned to their home.
Blake's.
Mrs. Sarah E. Putnam of Auburn, on
Mrs. M. D. Sturtevant of Manalloway
1er way to
Norway to inspect the
at Theodore Thayer's a few days
w
Vouian's Relief Corps, was the guest of
last week.
1rs. (.'has. R. Dunham Thursday and
on ] priday.
I.. i>. Crosby has sold his house
to
Fordyce
Park Street beyond the bridge
Dr. L. P. Gerrieh, a former principal
McAllister.
f Paris Iligh School, who has been
\Y. N. Davis is on a hunting trip in the « ntraged in hospital work for the past
Arthur X. y ear or two, will settle in the practice of
red ·η of Xorcrose with
t icdicine at Lisbon.
Soule of Augusta.

J

>

Hamlin Lodge, Κ of P., will have its
a nuual roll call and ladies' night on the
Some of the graud
e vening of Oct. 20?h.
" tticers will be present, and there will be
banquet and entertainment.

Mis- Farwell of York is here finishing
lier apprenticeship in Mrs. Howe's mil-

liaery establishment.

Mrs. K. P. Parlin of Wilton is spendt tew days in town with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Blake.
id^

Work began Monday morning
lorehouse of the Mason Manufacturing
Miss Ruth Tucker of West Paris is
o.
The building is located west of the
tending telephone at the court house tctory, between the spur track and the
during the term of court.
lilroad, and will be .*>4 χ 204 feet in
losley I. Young and son of East κ ize.
\V· y month, Mass., visit» d Mr. Young's
One cottage house is already up, aud
Mrs. J. J. Murphy, last week.
le cellars are dug for two more houses,
the corner of Alpiue
Emery W. Bonney, who is to move to ο u Oxford Park, in
Massachusetts, has so'd the house where a ad Gary Streets, where there was a sale
that
lie lives on l*ark Street to Frank E. Cot- ο f lots last spring. It is understood
b uilding will begin on several more of
ton
1 te lots this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. II. P. Brett of Beverly,
Charles
The Grand Trunk's regular fall excurMass., are guests of his brother,
and
Κ Brett. Mr. Brett is proprietor of the s ini to Boston was on Monday,
of it,
J. W. Carter Shoe Co., manufacturers of q nite a uumber took advantage
t! tough not as many as in some previous
shoe#, in Beverly.
pars.
Among those who went were
will
Buck
L.
Charles
superintendent
1rs. X. D. Bolster, Mrs. C. W. Shaw,
SunMethodist
the
from
a*
ii«>
delegate
dward S. Shaw, and George W. Pratt,
day School to the state Suudav School
Kev.
The Damon house near the Park Street
c· mention iu Camden this week.
h ridge, which was struck by lightuing
II. A. Clifford will also attend.
,k ml uearly destroyed one night last sumMrs. II. A. Clifford is in Springfield
ler, has been purchased by B. P. Adand Boston, Mass., for a week or two,
ius, who is at work rebuilding it. The
in
misisionarv meeting
ai tending
a
1 uuse will be of the same outside dimenWoman's
Springfield and the World's
ous as before, but somewhat chauged
Christian Temperauce Cnion in Boston. Γ the interior.
on

the

"s

datât,

^

J"

William Cushman, formerly
spondent of the Democrat from Hartford, and of late a sort of correspondentat iarge, has beeu visiting friends at
South Paris during the past week, and
corre-

There were nineteen teachers present
Saturday at their second meeting
Mr. Pomeroy spoke ou
>r the term.
1 rithmetic. Miss Leach read a paper on
of
^ rimary helps. Miss Swift nave a list
made a pleasant call at the Democrat
nportant facts for pupils. Superintendothce.
e at H. A. Clifford urged careful drill in
to atCharles II. Merrill has sold his farm on t indamentals. All teachers plan
Kirn Hill, commonly knowu as the Web- t »nd the state convention at Lewiston.
ber plate, to Vernon L. SraaH of Deer
Advertised letters in South Paris poet
Isle, who will move here with his family. 1 ffice Oct. 15:
an
effected
The purchase was
through
M lee Carrie ·*. Young.
Mr.
advertisement in the Democrat.
M:e. Sophia Whitman.
M re. Samuel Style*.
Merrill expects to remain in town.
''

η

Mrs. P. A. Thurlow.

A. Carl Tubbs of Norway aud Miss
Angie M Ripley of this place were married on the evening of Oct. 10th at the
residence of Rev. J. H. Little. The
ring service was used. Mr. and Mrs.
Tubbs went to Portland the next day
where they will make their home. Mr.
Tubbs has a good position iu the Portland creamery.

Mies Emely Reuortl.

Mr. .ΙυΙιη ."ν Quirk.
Mr. Myile Waiie.
Mr. Yvum.
Freeman L. Blals'tell.

In common with the rest of this see1 on of the country, we had what seetuc il to be a tropical tempest last Tuesday
veiling. The rain came down by the
ucketful, the lightning was something
The lease of the Ideal laundry held ti tree for this season, and the wind blew
by C. M. Keene having expired, Herbert a gale, as it bad blown all day. No damW. Tapley, the proprietor, has leased it, a ge was done in this vicinity, aud the
for a year to George Huant of Auburn. ! r tin was badly needed, as the earth was
Mr Iluard was formerly employed in y etting exceedingly dry.
this laundry for a while, and has since
Miss Eva Ε Walker entertained tho
been in the same line of work in Auburn.
" îembers of her Sunday School class at
He took charge of the laundry under the
The
1 »a at her home Tuesday evening.
lease Monday morning.
··
iiu descended, and the Hood came, and
I be court room was wen nueo » eu- ,| uite a portion of the young ladies renesilay evening for the usual court π ai ned for the night. A few of them,
temperance meeting. Clerk of Courts v rho were obliged to return home, not
Charles F. Whitmau called the meeting
eing prepared for the kind of a tempest
to older, and asked Uon. Δ. E. Herrick t hat the evening brought forth, reached
of Bethel to preside. liev. A. K. Bald- ^ ome in a rather sorry condition.
win of South Paris offered prayer. Rev.
James Dunn of Norway, who lia* for a
il. A. Clifford stated that the committee
male
appointed to arrange these meet inns bad l· jus: time sung tiret tenor in the
served their term, aud moved that Cbas. ij uartette choir at the Congregational
Κ Whitman, Rev. A. K. Baldwin and c Lurch, closed his engagement there on
Kev. S. G. Davis be made a uew com- S unday, and went Monday morning to
On suggestion .- kuburn, where he will hereafter reside.
nuitée for that purpose.
of liev. Mr. Baldwin, Rev. J. W. Chesbro 3 Ir. Duuu's goiug away is a great loss
Remarks t ο musical circles in the two towns.
was substituted in his place.
I Ie is not only a tine singer, but he has
were then made by Chairman Herrick,
Hev. S. G. Davis of Norway, Uon. James I icen very generous with his services on
S. Wright of South Paris, and Hou. s 11 occasions where they were desired.
George D. Bisbee of Rumford Falls. As
The new carpet was laid in Odd Fel•luilge Herrick had to leave t» take (lie jws' Hall the fust of last week, aud the
train, Mr. Bisbee served as cbairmau for
the hall had progressed so well
the rest of tbe evening, and at bis call 1 rork on
1 hat the meeting of Mouut Mica Lodge
remarks were made by Charles F. WhitDurras held there Thursday evening.
man, Elwin H. Gleason of Mexico, Rev. }
weeks that the work has been in
J. W. Chesbro of South Paris. Alton C. ' ttg the
been
has
transformation
Wheeler of South Paris, Hon. Randall L. ! I >r>gresea great
uade in the appearance of the hall. A
Taylor of Mexico, and Rev. A. K.
teel ceiling of handsome design has
win of South
Paris. All the speeches
•een put on, and that and the walls have
were earnest and enthusiastic, and the
Light is
>een decorated in light tints.
speakers not only advocated moral
urniehed from incandescent bulbs set iu
suasion in the cause of temperance, but
he ceiling. Λ Dew velvet carpet in rich
were also without exception in favor of,1
has been laid. The anterooms
enforced prohibition, and almost all of ; ed tones
also been redecorated, new drapthem expressed themselves as strougly ' tave
( ries are to be obtained for the several
opposed to resubmission. At the close 1 tations in the hall, and the officers'
of the meeting votes were taken on the
retinished. When all ie
< hairs will be
•luestions of prohibition and resubmisit will be one of the hand·
complete
unaniand
were
sion,
practically
they
1 lomest and most attractive balls to be
uious in favor of prohibition and opbund in this part of the state.
posed to resubmission.

J

Bald-11

j

j

j1

j

Last Monday a number of young peoDon't forget that the Forest Carnival
Woduesday and Thursday of this ] jle spfent a very pleasant eveuing at the
week. The sale of all sorts of articles lorne of Mrs. T. M. Davie, where they
of every kind and description will open net in honor of her guest, Miss Magee,
in New Hall at 2:30 Wednesday after- >f Somerset, Nova Scotia. In speaking
noon and continue through Wednesday : tbout her stay in South Paris Miss Maafternoon and evening. At (1:30 a public | tee expressed herself as delighted with
1
with the pictsupper will be served in G. A. R. llall :he place, and charmed
for the sum of 13 cents. Forest Carnival iresque beauty of the natural scenery in
orchestra will b« in attendance and > :his part of the c >unty. It will interest
number to know that the home of Miss
furnish music through the sale Wednesday evening and for the drama Thursdav Magee lies almost in the heart of the
place imevening. Thursday evening the drama, 'Land of Evangeline," a
Longfellow.
"A Woman's Honor," will be given with mortalized by our poet
However, in place of the "Forest
the following cast :
Primeval" of one hundred aud fifty years
Ueneral Mark 1-e-tter, a hero of tbe Cuban
Harold T. Brlggt. igo there are now in that fertile valley
Ten-year War,
PeOro Menilex, bit) half-brother,
tmndreds of magnificent orchards of apMertou K. Sumner. >
ples, plums, peaches and pears, the exDr Garcia, surgeon of tbe Medelelne,
A. L. Holuie#. cellence of whose qualities is perhaps unGilbert Hall, M. D., la love with OUve.
sxcelled by any that are foujd in the
H aroM T. Thayer.
markets of London or Liverpool.
Kobert Glenn, a Wall Street banker,

occurs

J

A. E. Forbes.
Gregory Grimes, Lester's private secretary,
Harold C. Fletcher.
Louie W. Clark.
Kbeneaer, Glenn's Butler
»
Mise ITa MuArdle.
OMw.11··--..·
ulβ■,, · «"·»·».,
Mrs. I. K. Andrew».
Sally.
Maria, Pedro'· wife, MIm Florence Rlchmlson.

Court House Bonds to be Paid.

As was forecasted in last year's financial statement of the county of Oxford,
\
five thousand dollars of the issue of
will be paid on the
Specialties between acts. One which court house bondsnext.
The total issue
will be especially attractive will be given first of November
thousand
dollars, all in bonds
by Ralph Andrew· and Marie Newton, was thirty
For this
57202; other specials will be given by ! of one hundred dollars each.
A. K. Morse, and he will be a great draw- ! installment, the bonds numbered 1 to 50
and no interiug card for it has been a long time since. inclusive will be called in,
he appeared before a South Pari· au- est will be paid on them after Nov. 1st.
dience. but he is called repeatedly to.
other towns in Maine, New Hampshire, ;
The laundry connected with the inVermont, etc., and wherever he reads sane asylum at Augusta was gutted by
he la always wanted again. Admission fire Friday, the loss on builaing and
Ά cents; children under 12, 15 cents. contents being 125,000.
The violent
All seats reserved. Tickets on sale at ward is located near the laundry buildShurtlefTs drugstore, to-day, at 2 p. u., ing, but the patients vera easily conOct lft.
trolled.

evening.

U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each

Lawyers and officers at South Paris at-

the October term of court.
ffm. P. Jones, Esq
aspires to the
dignity of "Judge." Every one asked
is signing his petition for Judge of the
Norway Municipal Court. It is understood that Herrick C. Davis, for a long
time judge of the court, on account of
poor health will not ask for another ap-

tending

pointment.

W. W. Wtiitmarsn nas greatly imhis lot by grading and Ailing in.
It is understood that a brick walk will
be constructed in front of his lot and Λ.
S. Kimball's, thus making a continuous
brick walk from the bridge except a
piece in front of G. W. Walker's residence and the Cummingses.
By reason of eels in the wheel, and lightni jig in the β witch board on Tuesday night
there were no lights for the people who
returned on the late train from Portland,
nor for those who remained at their
homes. The power at the shoe factory
was also cut off so the help enjoyed a vacation on Wednesday.
I Mrs. Lillian M. Coffee has moved
Maitie News Notée.
from the Crockett place on Main Street
to Portland where she will run a boardDuring the thunder shower of last' ing house.
is
Tuetiday night a set of farm buildings { Prank Seavey of Portsmouth, Ν. H.,for
with his mother, Mrs. James Smith,
] jetween Saco and Old Orchard were ; two
weeks.
jurned by lightning.
John Hickey of the shoe factory was
A monument was dedicated Monday at before the
municipal court Saturday
Yugusta over the graves of the unknown charged with intoxication. lie was lined
( ioldiers who died while in camp there at
$·"> and costs. In default of payment of
, ;he outbreak of the civil war.
same was committed to Paris jail for
Harry D. Sweeney of Bangor, an em- 1 thirty days.
Mrs. Servilla A. Bennett·, while preparploye of the New England Telephone
; tnd
Telegraph Co., fell from a telephone ing for a visit Friday evening, fell and
xtle near Railroad Street, Monday, and broke her wrist. Some years ago.she
fell on the ice and broke her hip, from
lied shortly afterward.
which she has never fully recovered.
who
was
of
Leavitt
York,
Kalph J.
She has been able to walk some.
he hero of a sensational episode last,
Bethel
Bosserman of
Mrs. W. E.
ipring when he took refuge in a launch made her Norway friend* a visit this
[ tud
hel 1 off the New York officers who week.
Mr. Bosserman was formerly
tad i- >me down to arrest him with a gun, with the
Noyes drug store.
iled a petition in bankruptcy in the
The sixty-five horse power eugine has
Fie owes'
Portland court this week.
arrived at the Norway pumping station.
M2.939 and hie assets consist of $100 and This takes the place of the two smaller
lis clothes.
ones put in last winter that proved to be
The ice people claim that the shrink- too small to do the work.
C. N. Tubbs A Co. have a real estate
ige in transporting ice froin the Ken- !
îebec this summer in consequence of; office at 47 Main Street.
Ilattie Knight and Delia M. Noyes are
he hot weather has been so large that it j
visiting friends and relatives in Fryelas much to do with its advanced price.
Por instance, the barge Fannie sailed burg.
John Hayes will visit his sister in Yarrom the Kennebec July ID with a cargo |
>f 1,840 tone of ice for New York. mouth for a short time and then go
iVhen the ice was discharged a few days West, lie will stop in California and
visit Seattle,
Washington. He may
ater it weighed onjy 980 tons.
locate there and may stay but a short
Gross earnings from operations in time.
Maine the past year of $912,875 were
A Norway boy, Porter L. Swift, has
( ihown in the annual report of the Canabeen elected president of his class and of
the
state
with
liau Pacific railway, filed
the Phi Kappa Sigma society at the
>oard of railroad commissioners. This University of Maine at Orono.
an
increase of $272,458 over the
»as
Raymond Varney of Lawrence, Mass
'
trevious year. Tho operating expenses and Charles Wilson of Hiram, who are
to ?&59,250, a decrease of
1 (mounted
attending school with Vivian Akers at
*18,825. The sum of $33,089 was ex- Hebron, visited Norway Sunday. They
pended for permanent improvements.
stopped with Mr. Akers1 father, PostWhile digging a trench on High Street,1 master C. S. Akers.
Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Bradbury, Mr. and
Kastport, they unearthed an old English
L.
til ver shilling bearing the head of Oeorge j Mrs. A. J. Stearns, Dr. and Mrs. H.
M. L. Kimball,
III. and the date 1810. The coin, which Bartlett, Mr. aud Mrs.
Freeland Howe, Mr. and
vas hidden beneath three or more feet I Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs.
>f earth, was in a remarkable state of Mrs. Freeland Howe, Jr., Mr.
^reservation and with very little effort II. J. Bangs, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Favor,
made as bright as when newly Mr. and Mrs. John Shepard, Mrs. H. B.
was
F.
ninted almost. It is evidently a relic of Foster, Mrs. Linnie Bartlett, Mrs. W.
Rowe were some of
;he far off days when the English held ! Jones and Mrs. A. J.
those who attended the Music Festival.
1 ind occupied the island.
L. P. Swett of Molunkus Lake camps
During a thunder storm which passed was in town the past week.
>ver that section Wednesday afternoon,
Dr. Harry-Nevers and Mrs. Nevers are
observed, in Danvers, Mass., this week.
;he only bolt of lightning
itruck the house of John Âlleyon Wass
Α. II. Staples of Brunswick is the new
[eland, four miles from Jonesport, pass- deutist at the office of Dre. Drake and
kill, ed down the chimney and instantly
j Sheehv.
<d Ashtun Alley, 18 years old, who was
The art exhibition and entertainment
His moth- for the benefit of the Bchoole at Concert
! litting by the kitchen stove.
er, but a few feet from him, was partiai- Ilail attracts lute of attention to the
y paralyzed for a time, but soon recov- work done in our schools.
jred and the house though damaged,
Horace Pike, who is suffering with a
ivae not set on tire.
burst artery in the leg, is improving
was thought at one time
Bangor Commercial: If the hunters somewhat. It
he would be obliged to have his leg
save any kind of luck there should be a that
«tack of game coming out of the woods amputated.
The hunters are
Harry Packard has put in a printing
η the next few weeks.
office in the building formerly occupied
çoing into the woods by scores. The
if ter noon express up over the Bangor & by the Pine State Shoe Co.
Mrs. C. D. Waters has returned to her
Aroostook road carries a large number
the
jf hunters every day who leave the St. Johnsbury home. She has been
Maine Central train at Northern Maine guest of Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Bradbury.
Junction. There are many others who
THE BREATH OF LIFE.
some to Bangor and remain over night
It's a significant fact that the strongbo stock up on ammunition and other
parts of their outfit before setting out est animal of its size, the gorilla, also
For the woods.
Bangor sees a good has the largest lungs. Powerful lungs
noaDy hunters in this way and also a means powerful creatures. How to keep
£0<>d many stop in the city on their way the breathiug organs right should be
back from the woods, particularly out· man's chiefest study. Like thousands
»f-the-etate people who can send their of others, Mrs. Ora A. Stephens of Port
game along to their homes with the Williams, O., bas learned how to do this.
She writes: "Three bottles of Dr. King's
license tags on.
New Discovery stopped my cough of two
friends
Additional Highway Money Raised. years and cured me of what my
consomption. Ο, it's grand for
thought
The special town meeting of Saturday throat and lung troubles." Guaranteed
afternoon was not largely attended, there by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists.
hall Price 50c. and f 1. Trial bottle free.
being about twenty men in the

proved

|

J

when Town Clerk Wheeler called the
meeting to order soon after 2 o'clock and
At the close of September, 1006, there
read the warrant.
were more children attending the Portmoderchosen
Η. E. Hammond was
land pnblio schools than ever before in
ator.
the history of the city. The returns
A brief statement was made by ChairHammond of the selectmen that the
heavy rains had made more road work
necessary than was anticipated, so that
there are now outstanding bills of $250
or 1300, and some further work will be
necessary this fall.
The sum of $500, named in the warrant, was then raised without division,
to meet the outstanding bille and make
necessary repairs.
The treasurer was authorized to borrow the sum named, to be paid from the
assessment of 1007, and the meeting adjourned after a session of less than ten
minutes.
man

Maine Teachers' Association.

from all the schools have now been received at the office of Superintendent
Brownson, and there are actually attending the schools now 145 more pupils
than there were at the beginning of last
year. This seems to indicate, beyond a
doubt, that Portland is growing steadily
from year to year. The total enrollment
is 8278 as against 8133 a year ago.

representation.
The gist of the

I

Nathaniel F. Brown, Bethel, Foreman.
Enoch Abbott, Upton.
Levi N. Bartlett, Bethel.
Albert Bennett, Gllead.
Fred L. Berry, Pari·).
Walter G. Conant, Hebron.
Elmer E. Demerltt, Peru.
Carl C. Dudley, Woodstock.
Matthew H. Elliott, Andover.
Joseph E. Farnham, Lovell.
A. B. Frost, Newry.
Lewis L. Glover, Bumford.
8ECOND JURT.

William P. Hayford, Canton, Foreman.
Melvln llolman, Dlxfleld.
George W. Holmes, Norway.
John R. Howe, Rumford.
Fred H. Johnson, Waterford.
Wilbur Κ Llbby, 8weden.
W. L. Llbbv, Paris.
Albert W. Quint, Brownfleld.
Herbert Ring, Greenwood.
Henry G Shaw, Buckfleld.
Edward A. Thorns, Denmark.
Charles W. Walker, Canton.
ailPKHNIIUKKAHr.

John H

Week?, Porter.

Charles Π. Adams of Norway and
Daniel S. Richmond of Oxford, drawn as
traverse jurors, -were excused, for busi-

net's reasons.

Following

the

organization

the docket

called, and it at once appeared that
quite a quantity of business was to be
transacted at this term. As first made
up, the trial list contained over fifty
was

than double the usual
length, although as usual many of these
caees were not for actual trial.
Promptly upon the completion of the
work of assigning the cases for trial, the
actual work of trials was begun, a case
assigned to this day at the preceding
term being ready.
case?,

or more

ELLIOTT

Elliott,

and real
estate business at Rumford Falls. The
suit is brought to recover a commission
claimed by Elliott on the sale of a bouse
for Richards in Mexico. Elliott's contention was that he was ongaged by
Richards to find a purchaser for the
houee at his usual terras, that he advertised it and afterward had a conversation with the subsequent
purchaser
which led up to the sale. The defeuce
was that Elliott's services were not the
efficient cause of the sale, which was
effected outside bis agency. The case
was short, being opened well into the
aftcrnoou of Tuesday, and at half-past
live the jury returned a verdict for the
plaintiff of $04.32. The case will ro to
the law court on a motion for new trial.
Gleason A
Stevenson for plaintiff;
Blanchard for defendant.
VS.

The action, Frederick A. Furbush

vs.

Bert I. Howard, appelant,
replevin
suit to recover possession of a heifer,
and grew out of a horse trade. The
parties live in Mexico. One day last
December Furbush bought a horse of
Howard, the price being fixed at twentyfive dollars, and the purchase price was
made up by a heifer which Furbush let
Howard have, reckoned at fifteen dollars,
and a note for ten dollars. After keeping the horse a few days, Furbush found,
was a

Upton, a graduate of tbe law school of
University of Maine in this year'a
class, and is highly spoken of by those
who know him. He will begin tbe active
tbe

About the state.
Id spite of the bad weather, the Topeham fair recorded on Thursday the
largest attendance with one exception
evor seen there in any one day.

defendant.

This case went to the jury Saturday
no.-ning, and the rest of the bueiness
«signed for the first week having beeu
,11 disposed of, there was but little more
A few minor matο do for the day.

attended to, and at noon the
ourt adjourned to Monday morning.
The first week's work was more in
mount than usual. Most of the timo
hinge wero moving very briskly, and
ix verdicts were returned in the five
none of them were cases of
ers wero

laya, though

his heifer.
The pith of this case was in the representations made regarding the horse at
the time of the trade, and the testimony
was rather
contradictory. Furbush's
testimony is that Howard told him the
horse was sound and all right, and not
The
over twelve or fourteen years old.
testimony of Howard is that he told
Furbush the horse might be twelve
years old, might be fourteen, and might
be more. He didn't know how old the
horse was, and he guessed there wasn't
nobody that knew. He also says he told
Furbush that the horse was chest foundered.
About half a day was occupied by this
trial on Wednesday, and the jury returned a verdict of one cent for the plaintiff,
thus giving him possession of the heifer.
Swasey for plaintiff; Gleason A
Blanchard for defendant.

laughter.
Edward N. Hutching of Auburn. Assault
rlth a dangerous weapon.
Vincent Nogness of Rumford. Larceny of
44.00 In money.
Bertha West and Claude W. Schoppert of

tumford. Adultery.
Charles D. Staodlsh, allas Charles B. Stanley,
f Peru. Bigamy.
James DeCoster of Gllead. Laneny of bar-

est.
Desire I.angevln, Roche Monchamp, Albert
'lant aud Henry Labelle, all of Rumford.
freaking and entering and larceny.
Irving S. Thompson and Mary Thompson, of
Vood stock. Nuisance.

AUKS VS. MANN.

The case of Herbert L. Ames, appellant, vs. William Mann, was also from
Mexico, and was likewise a horse trade
It was very short, the only witcase.
nesses being the two parties to the salt.
It seems that on a certain day, along
about noon, the parties, after some previous diokering, swapped horses even.
A few boars later in the same day, Mann
oame around and wanted to trade baok,
and it appeared that the horse be had
traded really belonged to his brother,
though he bad oertain authority to trade
him. He was very anxious to trade
back, and finally agreed to pay Ames
twenty-five dollars. He had ten dollars
with him, which he paid, and this suit
was brought to recover the other fifteen
dollars, which he has never paid.
The defenoe was that on tbe first trade
Ames warranted his horse to be as good

Mann's, but that the animal was really unsound, having the heaves, a bog
■pavin and a quarter oraok, and that

as

Llfred Pearl, appelant, vs. Charles C. Davis.
Holt,
Hazen.
| îerlin Mills Co. vs. Chas. D. Purlngton.
Herrick A Park.
H. H. Hastings.
acob J. Shapiro et al va. Byron 8. Llttlcfleld et

<

al.
Webber.

Cleaves 4 Perry.

WEDNESDAY.
jlzzle E. Hall vs. Etta M. Hall.
Hazen. Llbby.
A
Wheeler.
Wright
< Vm. H.
Kay vs. Harry II. Blsbee.
Blsbee A Parker,
Wright A Whseler.
iddie L. Virgin vs. Prudential Insurance Com-

pany.
Swasey.

Fanning.
THUBSDAr.

A. Busa vs. Lena B. Whitney.
Gleason A Blanchard,
Swasey.
1 ilagnolla A. Rues vs. Lena B. Whitney.
Same counsel.
j ''rank W. Thome vs. Seth W. Fife.
Swasey. Fife.
Wright A Wheeler.
^ewis T. Smith vs. Ortn Stevens.
Wright A Wheeler.
'urtbgton, Swasey.

ilagnolla

DAB ASSOCIATION MEETING.

As tbe result of action takeo by the
Jar Association at a meeting Wednesday
, ifternoon, a petition to tbe county coni, nissioners regarding the matter of the
aw library has been prepared and sign
, id by tbe members of tbe bar in atι endance.
This petition represents that
{ ;he library has largely increased in size,
naking the present accommodations for
| t so inadequate that several hundred
volumes are now piled upon the floor,
, ind it is asked that the commissioners
ihall secure plans and estimates for a
Ire-proof addition to the court bouse, to
\ iontain the library, which is now of a
ralue of not leas than three thousand
iollars, and constantly increasing. It
β thought that such an addition can be
juilt which will be conveniently situated
irith relation to the present library room,
, tnd at tbe same time be architecturally
η harmony with tbe rest of the build·
ng. The committee chosen to bave
j >harge of the matter and present it to
the commissioners consists of Hon. A.
E. Herrick of Bethel, Hon. George D.
Binbee of Rumford Falls, and Ε. E.
Hastings of Fryeburg.
Some time was occupied in an informal
iiseussion of tbe question of another
term of oonrt during the year to be held
it Romford Fall·. It seems to be the
feeling of tbe attorney· in that section
that the court in recent years bas had
more business than can comfortably be
lone in two terms, and aa so mncb of
the business come· from Rumford Falls
tnd it· vioinity, there i· also a feeling
I that the third term if eatabllahed should
be held at that place. Considerable opposition to tbe plan waa expressed, aa
well aa conaiderable sentiment in favor,

j

front has fine tucks, very

stylish.

Mohair Waists in black and white, front has three clusters of âne
tucks in center, five large tucks on each side, large and small
Nuns'

Veiling Waists, handsomely embroidered

and tucked

front,

clusters of fine tucks in back.

Wool Batiste Waist in blue, nile, white and pink, tucked front,
lace, buttons and medallions, lace trimmed collar,

trimmed with

cuffs.

Lace Waists with clovor leaf pattern, made over silk, short sleeves
tuck**, just the thing for evening dress.

$2..98
$3..50
$3.98

with clusters of fine

Black Taffeta Silk Waixtu, hemstitched box plait, rows of hemand tucks, trimmed with buttooH and braid.

stitching

Black Taffeta Silk Waists, box plait in center,
each side, four rows of clusters of tucks in

on

thirty-Mix fine tucks
back, tucked collar

and it is thought the hall will not
be let for that purpose again for a long
time.
Excitement was created at Presque
Isle Saturday by an attempt to shoota
man who was in the custody of the
sheriff charged with a brutal assault
upon a young woman. The man who
bad the gun and threatened to shoot appeared to be under the influence of
liquor. Feeling against the prisoner was
quite high, but no other violence was

Norway, Maine.

threatened.

T. L. Johnson of Dorcheeter, Mass.,
who was arrested at Boston a week ago,
was held for the grand jury in the sum
>f 11500 after a trial at Cornish Friday.
\ dozen witnesses were examined. It
was alleged that Johnson made a clever
irrangemont which started a lire in his
dimmer home at East Parsonsfteld on
Sept. 22d. He furnished bail for his apthe!
pearance at the January term of
supreme court.

We have

great

a

Stuck of

Fur Coats.
You need one of them.
climate

winter

Our

They aro

Fettle* that.

Kreat to ward off cold
It is nut
and »torm.

bafo to risk life and
health without oue of
We havt* the

them.

celebrated

"Bitdiop"

This

make.
ix

alone

name

Miflicient

of
tlieir
Κ u an η too
worth.
ami
make

Born.

They

are

second to

<|iialify,

beau-

Pari*, .July £1, to the wife of Samuel

none

in

1'arls, Sept. 5, to the wife of Mark
daughter.
In West Parle, Oct. 9, to the wife of Waiter E.
( ;olc, a daught-r.
In Upton, Oct. 3, to the wife of Frank Vail, a
< laughter.
In E-ist Woodstock,Oct.0, to the wife of A.
Γ. Sliver, α daughter.
In Norway, Oct. 5, to the wife of Ε. E. Witt, a
laughter.
In North Waterfonl. Oct. 1, to the wife of
Vallacc Elliott, a daughter.
In Canton, Oct. 5, to the wife of C. It. Dunton,

ty

or

for Rervicc.

I.

In North

Keen,

a son.

In West

fuoda.

Wo

have tlie Coon. Wom-

a

bat, Black Martin,
Dor, Cub Bear, Ac.

1

Price

$50 to 15

son.

Married.

Give

In South Paris, Oct 10, by Itev. J. II. Little,
dr. A. Carl Tubbs of Norway and Miss Angle
If. Ripley of South Paris.
In Rum font Falls, Oct. 10, by Rev. E. W.
Webber, Mr. Rufus C. Darhy of Atlanta, Ga., !
ind Miss Florence McKeeman of Rumford Falls.
In Greenwood, Oct. 7, by Rev. Scth Benson,
dr. John Ring and Miss Resale Whitman, both
*
1 »f Greenwood.
In Norway, Oct. B, by Rev. B. 8. Rldeout, Mr
Carlton Mills of Otlefleld and Miss Harriet Pike 1
>f Harrison.
In Norway, Oct. 8, by Rev. C. A. Brooke, Mr.
k'lvlan R. Webber of Paris and Mlee NeUte McKay of Norwsy.
In Watervllle, Oct. 10, bv Rev. George A MarIn, Mr. Glendon W. Stephens of Rumford Falls
tnd Ml-s Ruth H. Wilcox of Wstervllle.
In Andover, Oct. 3, by J. Lyman Ripley, Esq
dr. Corey A.Goddanl of Berlin, V >!., and 1
diss Lois Durkee of Bethel.

us a

call and

them

look

over.

F. PLUMMER, SSSL.

J.

31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

J

WE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF

In Paris, Oct. 11, Mrs. Alice M., wife of George
Li. Ch <se, aged 19 years.
In West Parle, Oct. 9, Nelson Stevens, aged
19 vears.
In East Sumner, Oct. 6, Mrs. Rosalinda Bar-owe, aged «5 years.
In East Sumner, Oct. 9, Harvey, eon of .James
Hilling*, aged 7 years.
In Mason, Oct. 11, Chrletle.'laughter of J. A.
McKcnzle. aged 1 year, 9 months.
In Oxford, Oct. 10, Mrs. Caroline, wife of John
f'attee.
In North Waterfonl, Oct. 5, Infant daughter
if Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Llttlefleld.
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 8, Mre. Frank Norton.

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats
WHICH WE ARE PLEASED TO SIIOW YOU.
Also

a

large

line of

NE3CKWEAR

CURE CATARRH NOW.
[»0 NOT WAIT

UNTIL

WINTKH

OU

needed 50 cents.

DONT"

SWEAR !

at your fountain pen if it
sweats and blots and
DON'T
goes by jerks.
'♦KICK" if you
dirty
when
filling
your hands
it with that old medicine dropper. Get

The Crocker
Fountain Pen
needed.

gun

You Blow It to Empty It

Change
time.

the ink* at any

Yon Blow It to Clcu It

Blow» little water in
and out.
YOU DON'T BLOW IT
TO SELL IT
There'· no need to.

It sella itself and every
purchaser ia a satisfied
one.

QUARANTEED
UNCONDITIONALLY.
Prioes $2.50,

«3.50, $4.50,

$5.50.

FOR SALE BT

Tolm Pleroe,
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

£

F.

A.

Λ.

F.

BHUBTLEFF * CO.

BdlTBTLEFF * CO.

DON'T LET Λ COUGH AND COLD GET FASTENED ON YOU THESE FALL DAYS WHEN

Balsam

Harvard Cough

Will Prevent It.

We guarantee every
It's the best cough remedy we know of.
or refund your money.
satisfaction
give

bottle to

25 Cents

Bottle

a

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A. 8HURTLEFF& CO.
2

Stores, {"'"A"' J Maine.
SUMMER STOKE—PARIS MILL.

P.

A.

A.

F.

BHUBTIeBFF * CO.

MIDBTLEFF * CO.

ίββΜβ^Μβ4β^^ΜΜΜ«Μ·ΜΜΜΐ

BEST YET!
We

"Yea Blow It to Fill It"

in from New York.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

DIS-

susceptible to
soughs and colds during the winter.
There is no stomach dosing with Hyomoi, just breath it.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. give a guarantee
Comwith every package of Ilyomei.
plete outfit costs but $1, extra bottle if

squirt

j"·*

».

from catarrh and far less

No unclean

106-3.

MILLINERY.

Died.

KASK WILL BECOME OHBONIC.
Work on the criminal docket will be;in Monday morning, when the liquor
Many people in Parie are troubled
:aees will be taken up.
vit b the symptoms of offensive catarrh
The remaining civil cases assigned for which usually appears at this season of
RUMFORD NATIONAL RANK VS. JOSEPH
1 his week are as follows :
the year.
ET AL.
Before the disease becomes ohronic use
MONDAI'.
or
Kumforrl
was
that
tbe
next
case
The
and get complete relief from
Fuller.
E.
J. Fuller et al vs. Jesse
Elyomei
et
vs.
Ahmad
Bank
al,
National
Joseph
8wa*cy. Bridghain, Wright A Wheeler.
catarrhal troubles. If you do not treat
1
Ahmad
Tbe
1).
Twaddelle.
ve.
defendants,
Varrcn A. Kmery
Joseph
appelante.
the disease promptly it may become
Foleom.
H. H. Hastings.
Joseph and his brother, are Syrian
shronic and almost incurable. Use Ilyomerchants doing business at Rumford
TUESDAY.
mei now and cleanse your system of
Falls, and their testimony, while not al- Ufrcil Pearl vs. Chas. C. Davis, appelant.
catarrhal troubles, and you will be free
Holt.
Hazen.
was
clear to American

ears,
picturways
esque. Tbe case grew out of a transaction in which the Joseph brothers
honored a draft for $352.69 at the Rumford National Bank, in order to secure a
shipment of goods which was at the
freight depot. For this purpose they
went to the bank together, ana the business was attended to by L. B. Lane, who
was at that time cashier of tbe bank. He
also read to tbe defendants a letter from
the wholesale house regarding the goods,
as they were unable to read, and several
minutes was occupied with the business.
Immediately after they left the bank Mr.
Lane, recounting the money, found It
fifty dollar· short. He telephoned to
tbe station and stopped the delivery of
the consignment, and the brothers came
back to the bank, but protested that
they had paid the full amount. This
suit was brought to recover tbe fifty
dollars balance.
Mr. Lane explains the error as due to
tbej>iecemeal way in which they paid tbe
amount of tbe draft, they paying 1250.00
at first, which he laid in three piles, and
then by mistake reckoned it as 1300.00
when at a later stage of the business tlmy
produced the rest of the money. The
Joseph brothers, on the other band, tell
a very circumstantial account of the way
they got the money together to pay this

fancy

plaids,

tight,

JURY.

The grand jury were industriously at
rork until Saturday, and shortly before
ιοοη of that day made their report and
for the term. The
rere discharged
lumber of indictments found is twentyThose made public are as follows:
Ive.
Henry L. Karrlngton of Hartford. Man·

replevied

Mercerized taffeta

A wrestling exhibition at Brunswick and cuffs.
Thursday evening broke np in a free

plainpresent husband,
Damon's in Buckficid as
one
being
daughter
young
lousekeeper,
rithherall the time, and another part
if the time. She also assisted some-

1 or

tucked collar and cuffs.

$2..50
$2..98

Mother Gra/ι Sweet Powderi for Children,
taccessfullv use < by Mother βηιν, nurse In the
Jhlldren's Home In New York. Cure FeverishDAVIS VS. I)AMON.
j less,
Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders. more f
Martha J. Davis vs. Mosely J. Damon, nil regulate the Bowels ami Destroy Worms.
1
never/all. At all
'his was an action brought to recover >ver 30,000 testimonials FitThty
Εκ. A-'dress, Allen
Irugglsts,2lic. Sample
ur the plaintiff's services as houseV.
Le
Ν.
5. Olmsted,
Roy,
eeper from Feb. 4, 1H03, to March 11,
Mrs. Davis, the plaintiff, is now a
005.
Λ Certain Cure for Aching Feet.
evident of Mercer, Mr. Dainon, the
Allen's Foot-Ease. a powder; cures Tired, I
!
lefendant, lives in Buckfield. During Yihlng,
Sweating. Swollen feet. Sample pent
he time when the services were render- r'UEE, also sample of Foot-Eabk Hamtakv
S.
Allen
<
marAddress,
her
a
Invention.
was
before
new
!
which
Jokn-Pad,
d as alleged,
1 Jimeied®,e Roy, Ν. V.
the
to her

about the out-door work. The
lispute is as to under what terms and
ouditions she was there. According to
he plaintiff's contention, the undert.inding was that if she would go there
jut Rtav while Mr. Damon lived, she
hould have what property be had, and
will to that effect should be made, or
tapers made out which would secure it,
nit nothing of the kind was ever done.
Lccording to Mr. Damon's statement of
ho matter, he simply offered her :i home
or herself and her children, without
ny question of consideration for her
ervices, and she accepted on those
Verdict for plaintiff, $147.50.
erms.
'he case will go to the law court.
Dyer for plantiff; Wright & Wheeler

QO
.98

forty pin

four rows of clusters of

yoke,

$2.50

practice of law at once, but it ia underin the stood will not settle in Oxford
County.

rhat

tucks in front giving an effect of
pin tucks in hack.
Nun's Veiling Waists iu white, black, blue, red and pink, thirtytwo fine tucks in front, one cluster of eight tucks running full

QÛ
"O
.98

98
$1.08

amages.

ed the horse to Howard, who refused to j ;reat importance.
take him, whereupon Furbush turned
THE GRAND
the horse loose in Howard's yard. Furbush then

really

side.

Madras Waists have

Waterford, Frank E. DeCoster of Nor- φΑ·17θ
way, Frank A. Perkina of Ridlonville,
of waist,
and Stanwood Withington of Buckfield. length
During the week Gerry L. Brooke of
Upton presented bis certificate from tbe
state board of examinera for admission
to tbe bar, and the oath was administered to him which makes him a practicing
tucks in back.
attorney in tbe courte of Maine. Mr.
Brooks is tbe son of Aldana Brooks of

iff was at Mr.

according to hie story, that the animal
was practically worthless, and he return-

so

The annual meeting of the Maine
Teachers' Association will be held in
Lewistorf, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, October 25, 26, 27, 1906 The convention will open Thursday at 10:30 with
Other general sessions
a general session.
will be held Thursday and Friday after- I
On Friday forenoons and evenings.
noon the department sessions will be
A shortage of oars la interfering with
held. They will include Kindergarten, the shipment of potatoes from AroosPrimary, Grammar and Rural Schools, took. It is said that the loss to shipManual Training and the Training of
pers and buyers on that tcoount will agDefectives.
gregate some hundreds of thousands.
work
of
school
An exhibit
representing the cities of the state will be a
"TO CURE A FELON"
feature of the convention. Special rates
will prevail on all railroads. The hotels says Sam Kendall of Phillipsburg, Kan.,
of Lewlston and Auburn offer speoisl "just cover It over with Bucklen's Arnirates to members of the association. ca Salve and the Salve will do the rest."
Teachers desiring entertainment in Quickest cure for Burns, Boils, Sores,
Salt
homes at 11.00 to 11.50 should address Scalds, Wonnds, Piles, Eczema,
ι
Sore Feet and
the chairman of the entertainment com- Rheum, Chapped Hands,
mittee, Harold C. Goddard, Auburn, Sore Eyes. Only 25o. at F. A. Shurtleff
Λ Co.'· drug store. Guaranteed.
Me.

case was

$1.45

peared in court Monday morning, wben
the liquor caaea were in order.
Tbe deputy sheriffa in attendance at
this term are Willis H. Kilgore of North ri» 1

iage

HOWARD.

STARVING TO DEATH.
had
Because her stomach was so weakened draft,their figures showing that they
out just tbe amount of tbe draft.
by useless druggingthat she could not paid
Verdict for defendants.
eat, Mrs. Mary H. Walters, of St. Clair
Gleason & Blanchard for plaintiff;
St., Columbus, O., was literally starving
to death. She writes: "My stomach was Swaaey for defendants.
weak from useless drugs that I could
not eat, and my nerves so wrecked that
I could not sleep; and not before I whs
given up to die was I induced to try
Electric Bitters ; with the wonderful rosuit that Improvement began at once,
and a complete cnre followed." Bent
health Tonic on earth. 50c. Guaranteed
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists.

(

This was the case of Harris L. Elliott,

FUItliUeil

respondents, attorneys and witneaaea ap-

Andrews' contention is that he did not
show Mr. Newcomb a definite line on
the east side of the farm, but told him
be did not know just where tbe line was,
nnd pointed it out as nearly as be could.
In regard to the other piece, Andrews
userts that he told Newcomb in the
first place that it belonged to Ludden,
»nd the testimony of other witnesses
was introduced to show that Newcomb
subsequently admitted this. Tbe testimony of the parties regarding the statements made as to the boundaries during
ihe negotiations were considerably at
rariance.
This case went to tbe jury shortly
before noon Friday, and a little after 3
j'clock they returned a verdict for the
ilalntiff or ·?ΐϋϋ.
Swaeey for plaintiff; Wright &
iVheeler for defendant.
Another action between the same paries was to recovor damages for certain
if the lumber cut on the farm by New:omb and detained by Andrews, who
allow Xewcomb to haul it
1 efused to
icross the farm by the route which he
, lesired, and stood guard with a shot gun
t ο prevent his doing so. This was heard
| >y Judge Wiswell without jury, and he
, uled in favor of the defendant.
Except tons were taken, and the case goes to
{ he law court.
The case of Ο. II. Pingree vs. Bernard
indrews was referred to Adelbert Delano
a nd George Childs, to fix tho amount of

V8. RICHARDS.

appolant, vs. Alonzo Richards.
the plaintiff, is in the insurance

L.

conversations bad by the parties previous to the sale of the lumber. Mr.

FIRST JURY.

month

plaintiff;

According

of the

QUAND JURT.
Roscoe Γ. Staples, Oxford, Foreman.
Ellas It. Abbott. Bumford.
Herman E. Billings, Woodstock.
Charles H. Bonney, Sumner.
Ε. E. Caldwell, Canton.
Albion L. Douglass, Dlxfleld.
Morrill M. Fuller, Norway.
Preston C. Heald, Buckfleld.
F. L. Howe. Hanover.
Virgil II. Llttlelleld, Stoneham.
•Tohn L Marshall. Parts.
D. A. Rldlon, Porter.
Henry B. Robinson, Peru.
Edwin C. Rowe, Bethel.
Harry Ε Walker. Rrownfletd.
Herbert L. Whltcomb, Waterford.

for

varieties on his farm in Canton, and
next winter put up a portable mill and
cut and sawed the lumber.
to Newcomb's statement, be afterwara
found that two parcels of land which
were within the lines shown him by
Andrews as those of his farm, were in
reality owned by other people. One
square lot of four acres near the north
line belonged to Madison Ludden, and
on the east side of the farm a piece next
the brook was found to belong to Mr.
Bradbury, who owned the land on the
other side of the brook, though Andrews had shown him tbe brook as tbe
line. Both these pieces contained a
quantity of lumber, and in order to obtain it be bad to buy it of the other parties, and this suit was brought to recover the damage on the ground of mis-

was

was completed by the empaneling
juries as follows:

Swasey

$1.25

expedi-

with

and

98c.

Cornish.
Formal proclamations were made by
Crier Hammond, and the organization

Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall, on the flrst and third Wednesday evenings of each month.
Ο U. Λ. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, moots at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

September.

We make a specialty of Shirt Waists, therefore we have all the^lateat
ia
indicted
to sell
wbo
Farrlngton,
Henry
styles, designs and colors. By disposing of so many we are able
for manslaughter, ia represented by P.
NBWCOMB VS. ANDREWS.
a large line that is much prettier
show
a
low
and
we
can
at
you
price,
The oase of George W. Newcomb vs. R. Oyer, Esq., of Bnokfield.
Bernard Andrews was tried Thursday.
Hon. Wm. H. Newel), Judge of Pro- than ever.
The suit was brought to recover dam- bate for Androacogerin County, waa in
Waist of white figured mercerized cotton, tucked front.
ages for alleged misrepresentations by attendance on court Wedneaday.
Andrews regarding the bounds of his
found
waa
indictment
No
againat
farm in the town of Canton. In the
Amoa A. Buck, who baa been in jail for
Gray Plaid Waists, large tucks in front.
spring of 1904 Newoomb, who lives in aeveral months
auault.
with
charged
Bridgton and is a lumberman, bought of
Andrews the standing lumber of certain
Madras Waists with box plait in front, three wide tucks on each
A regiment or lees of Rumford Palla
tbe
Foster

Stevenson for defendant.

well filled with lawyers,
practicing attorneys of the
county being absent, besides some from
other counties, including Hon. D. J.
McGillicuddy and Wallace H. White of
Lewiston, and Walter P. Perkins of

day evening.

U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
m sets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
May, flrat ami third Thursday evenings, May to

proceeded

ever, business
tion.

Verdict for plaintiff, $16.43.

SHIRT WAISTS.

ΝΟΤΚΒ.

Tbe number of new cuei entered at
thi· term ia 135. Of thla number twentynine are libel· for divorce.

first trade.

Clerk.
Charles P. Whitman,
Charles 0. Barrows,
Stenographer.
Charles P. Baraer,
County Attorney.
Sheriff.
Bertrand Ο. Mclntire,
Crier.
Η. Ε. Hammond,
William C. Horne,
Messenger.
Librarian.
Walter L. Gray,
The trains were a little late Tuesday
morning, and as Judge Wiswell was on
the north-bound train, it was nearly
half-past ten when Sheriff Mclntire announced "Court!" and the chief justice,
attired in his silken robe, took his place
From that time on, howon the bench.
The bar

Briggs

tlemen gave three hearty cheers for the
Fan-Tans.
The Pan-Tan Club had its origin in a
party of fourteen ladies who epent a few
days at Camp Owsley two years ago.
The name has no reference to the
Chinese gambling game, as the one who
bestowed the name upon the club did
not even know there was such a game,
but had heard the name, and applied its
rythm in connection with the fan hats
worn by the campers.
By later additions, the number of members bas
grown to twenty-six, including three
juveniles, and the very lively and entertaining sessions of the club, most of
which are limited strictly to members,
The only declared purpose
are famous.
of the club is the increaee of the capacity of the human stomach.
Excellent work has been done by the
club in decorating and furnishing its
club room. Around the top of the walls
is a cornice of fancy paper fans, and below this are a number of the fan bats
from which the name of the club was
evolved. Numerous pictures are hung
nn the walls, and there is a carpct on
the tloor, an organ in the corner, and a
?ood supply of tables, comfortable
:bairx, and other furniture. A cooking
itove furnishes boat, as well as the ma-1
jhinery for preparing an essential part
if the club programmes, and there is a
•ood supply of all kind of culinary apparatus. It makes an attractive place
'or club headquarters, and the friends of
he Fan-Tans will wish them a great
many pleasant occasions there.

TRBM, 1906.
Justice Presiding.

No action wu taken on tbe mat-

of It.
ter.

wu

pay the

Andrew P. Wiswell,

few of the

providing

Judge Wiswell is stopping at Hotel
Andrews during this term of court. Over
Saturday
and
Relief Corps Hall.
1 to Oct. 1, Minday he was at Poland Spriug, where
Γ. of IL—Paris ι-ίrange, from May
the Mrs. Wiswell is staying.
dr-t and third Saturday; during
sj et»
In
dn 1er of the year, meets every Saturday,
rx
Mrs. Frank A. Turner, who had been
grange Hall.
of
η the hospital at Lewiston for several
I". <». U.C.— Second and foorth Mondays
month.
h
en
ireeks, returned home the first of last
Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
V Κ. Ο. Ρ
week, and is doing well.
t. -ecoad and fourth Wednesday evenings

of

OCTOBEB

OH01CHH.

Second Cou/regadonal Church, Be v. Β. β
Rldeout, Pastor. Preaching service Sunday I
1030 A. M.; Sabbath 8chool, 18Λ0Μ.; T. P. S
C. K., Sundav Evening, 6:30 P. M.; Social Meet
log, 7 :00 P. M ; regular weekly Pra er Meeting
Tuesday evening.
Davie
Universalis! Church, Rev. 8. G.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10:91
▲. M. Sabbath School, 1S.O0; T. P.C. U. meet
Inst. 7 Όϋ P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brooks, Pastor
Preaching service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School
12.-00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M.
prayer meeting, Tneeday evening; class meeting
Friday evening.
Epworth League, Sunday
evening, «Λ0 P. M.
Rev. Κ S. Cotton, Pastor
Church,
Baptist
Preaching service, 10:30 A.M.; 8abb-th School,
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday eveulng7 Ρ
M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.

interesting
highly
including
original specialties by
club,
history
president,

George
amusing
given by

Hey wood Club of Crockett Ridge,
Xorway, spent the day with Mrs. Arthur
The

Regular
r. Λ A
on or before full tnoon.
mee lK Tuesday venlng
meetI
Mica
odre.
regular
—Mount
If.
«>.
1. ·>.
of each wees.—Aurora
ing, Thur* lay evening
thirl
evenings
and
Monday
first
Rn.

not bound by his prom!·· to
twenty-five dollar·, because It
was practically extorted from bim by
the breach of warranty by Ames in the

Mann

Supreme Judicial Court.

by

day.

STATKl) MKKT1HOS.
M.—Paris Lodge, No. 94.

NOBWAT.

Opening Night.

STATE!) MKKTINOB.
F. Α Λ M. Regular mooting of Oxford I<odge,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29. assembles Wednesday Evening, on oi
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. Λ S. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
a varied and
was followed
Wlldey Enc&mpmont, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evensome
entertainment,
ings of cach month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
entertaining
No. 58, moots on drat and third Friday of each
of the month.
a
members of the
H. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
Mrs.
Roxie
the
club
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
McArdle, etc. A. E. Morse gave a D.vUlon, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
A.
selection, and
sang m -nth. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
some
songs. Three cheers
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
the Pan-Tans for C. W. fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
were
O. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. «4, meets In
Bowker and three for I. E. Andrews,
New G. Λ. R. 'tail on the first Tuesday Evening
both of whom had assisted in
of each month.
the club room, and at the close the genW. R. C.-Mcets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon-

Mrs. Miriam Stone and Mrs. Georgia
Andrews are visiting Mrs. Mary Burnbam in Portland for two weeks.

evening.
J. Wallace I'hesbro,
Kaptlst Church, Rev.
service 10.45 a.
A. C. Jones, who has been quite ill for
I'.i-tor. On Sunday, preaching
-vbbalh S« h'jol 12 M.; Y. P. S. C. Κ 6:15 p. the past six weeks, is now getting so
m
st. ; We-lnesday evcup.
7:00
»\
er
meeting
m
pr
All are that lie gets out a little on pleasaut days.
Seat* free.
liu· prayer service 7.30.
weic<>>ue.
Hon. L. C. Morse of Liberty, member
Pastor
II.
J.
I.lttle,
Rev.
Church,
I π herbalist
at 10:45 A. M. of the Maiue sepate from Waldo County,
Pre i. (dug service every Sunday
7
service,
m.
12
at
Evening
school
Smi.lay
1 was iu town last Tuesday and Wednesr *

The Fan-Taas*

In the basement of Bowker's Block
the Pan-Tan Club of South Pari· liai
recently been fitting up a club room ii
which to hold its jolly meetings. This
club room was first used last Fridaj
eveuiug, when gentlemen's night wai
observed by the club. It hsri also beet
intended to have the affair a farewell re
ception to Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hilton
who are about to move from town, (Mrs
Hilton being a member of the club), bul
as the Hilton· were away for a few
days and were unable to return in time,
this feature of it was omitted.
A party of about forty assembled al
the cozy and attractive rooms of the
club Priday evening. The first part ol
the evening was occupied with whist
and other games, there being five tables
of whiHt. The hostesses of the evening
justified the declared purpose of the
club by a continual serving of both light
and substantial refreshment.
About half-past nine play was suspended, and refreshments were served,
consisting of sandwiches, salad, doughThe lunch
nuts and cheese, coffee, etc.

can

wear

truthfully

say that

our

is the BEST YET.

fall line of Foot-

We

surely

have

AN ELEGANT LINE
If you
of all kinds for all ages and conditions.
will call and see us you will be convinced that
you can save money if you buy your Footwear
of us. Also

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES.
PLEASE CALL AND SEE US.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe
Successors

to

Smiley

OPERA HOU3E BLOCK,.

Company,

Shoe Store,

NORWAY,

MAINE

Cad too win? Ton realise that to win
lo anything these days, require·"strength,
with mind and body in tone. ▲ man or
Dorrwpondence on topics of Interest to the ladle· woman with disordered digestive organs
tewUclted. Addre*·: Editor Homkmakibs,
work or a
Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parte, Me. is not in shape (or a day's

homemakebs column.

The New-York

ALMOST

Tribune

Tri-Weekly

AS

Column,

No.

3M.—Arltkaofrapk.

almoat u
newspaper for busy people,
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
week.
4-9-11-8 13-12-3, lady, at my shabby
brings it to your door three time· every
and Fridays, 0-12-2-3; 9 13-2-10-11-12-13-14 eyes folIt is published on Monday·, Wednesdays
The Daily
and contains all the most important news oi
low me. 5-13 this 0-7-1-10 8-2-3-5-13 let
ArmTribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
ter
my instruction· are written.
not
have
If you live in the village or on a farm and
1-9-18."
9
5
2-1
11-3
with
happy
touch
ed
close
in
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept
small cost.
with all important news of the world at a very
No. i«Mv-Ckar>dt.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
can secure it with
My first's a certain kind of pen;
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butvouOxford
Denocrat,
My last we all were once.
The
see,
your own favorite local newspaper,
don't

is ft metropolitan
good m a daily,

GOOD
AS

Dishes.

ZOO TOAST.

plying

Poach the egg in boiling milk; remove
when done, ana thicken the milk alight·
Ij with a little flour smoothed with a
Have ready a
small piece of batter.
ilice of hot toast, poor over it the thickened milk, place the egg on top, and
garnish. Serve hot.

________________

"You

DAILY
PAPER.

/rawfbrd

β. I have passed pleasant
the game of ·······,

^✓(ookin<j-Ran<jes

No. 290.—Apocope·.
1. Apocopate extravagant and obtain

to

di&sipate.

2. Apocopate a small shield and obtain a sailor.

k Have more improve- A

ments than all other X
g
^

In
In
In
In

ranges combined*

In

In

Single Damper (patented), wotth the price ol the feage;
Improved Dock-Ash Grate (patented), um fuel,
koepa fire over night ; AtbeitOt-BacK Oven* quickest,
surest baker ever conatructed; Cup·Joint Oven Flue··
never leak, economize heat, make hotter ovea; Reliable
Oven Indicator, telle condition of oven accurately, not
affected by smoke

or

In
In
In
In owe—und that's all.
Whole, tin author's name.
Novels and poems won him fame.

POTATO CHEESE CAKES.

results in liver complaint and general deI can confidently recommend it to
those suffering as I have in the put.
Respectfully, Harry Randlitt.

speaking silver,"

No. 2»N.-81lc«d Word.

fmr liluslraimd circular,

No. 200.-Λ

Make an omelet after the usual recipe.
When a horse is so overworked it lies
on the outermost half one-half
down and in other ways declares its incup fresh tomatoes skinned and strained, ability to go further, you would consider
sprinkle with salt and pepper, and fold. it criminal to use force. Many a man
of humane Impulses, who would not
BAKED TOMATOES.
harm a kitten, is guilty of
Choose small, ripe, well-shaped toma- willingly
where his own stomach is concruelty
toes.
Cut off the blossom end, scoop
cerned. Overdriven, overworked, when
out the pulp carefully, sprinkle the inwhat it needs is something that will difor
drain
and
with
shell
the
side of
salt,
and help tbe stomach
Cover gest the food eaten
4 few moments upoide down.
to recuperate.
Something like Kodol
bottom of shell with a tablespoonful of
that is sold by P. A.
seasoned bread crumbs, break on to this For Dyspepsia
Shurtleff & Co.
a fresh egg, sprinkle with salt and pepper, and place in a hot oven unlil the
Miss Anteek—If you were me would
a
egg is set. In another dish bake
marry a man who proposed to you
one
mixture made of the tomato pulp,
y telegraph?
beaten egg, some chopped celery, and
Miss Pert—Yes, and I'd catch the
bread crumbs. Season with pepper, but- next train in order to meet him half way.
ter, and salt, and just before serving, lay
a spoonful on top of tbe baked egg.
A CARD.

Atwood's BitSouth Parle,
dealer's, take it as indicated
or
relieve
fails
to
it
cure, your
and if
money will be refunded by the sole agent·

Boy a bottle of "L. F."

named

City.

BO 11.EU

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Wool

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

—

Edgings,

Carpets Stove Wood and

to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

MAINE.

-

Coal at

A. W. Walker &

Son's,

South Paris, Maine.

A

new

Lot

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

No appetite, loss of strength, iwnw»
mm. hMdacho. constipation, bad breath
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
This new discovKodol cutm Indigestion.
ery represents the natural juices of dlge·«eo M they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
aad reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyepepela Cure does not only cure indlgestioa
aad dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
•mm all stomach troubles by oleansing.
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Ball, of R»»enswcod
"
I wee troebied with tour «tocrach
KeOoJ eared ai al*· m now

Water Co. of

Norway,

rite, which sells for SO cents.
α De WITT * θα. ΟΗΙΟΛΟΟ.

—Marid by L

b7 r. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Work

High Grade Portrait

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONK) BLOCK.
Γotophone Conneotion.

NORWAY

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.
Kprnct, Fir, and Poplai
delivered at any «talion

Ε. Η. PIKE,

TOMATOES.

rree.
1 VVI

■

Paroid

Roofing-

Paroid; open it; inspect it; apply it to your roof,
tod if then you are not satisfied
that you have the best ready rooting
mad·, send us your name and ad-

dress. and we will need you a check
(or the full ©oat of the rootln* including tba coat of applying it.

rust-proof cap·—water proofed on both

·

ο

ο

·

·

·

·

·

·

4.

Dispatches.

5. To squeeze.

A wager. 3.
4. To fasten.
To tap. 3.
beverage. 5.

an

ugl.v

A navra ma.

of state.
2. The sun Is often known to tan
boys' faces.
3. By some mischance be took the
wrong turning.
4. With no eye nigh to see, they play
at will.
5. For this mercy mauy thanks.
β. Have you a disk? Many mesmerists have them.

CHANDLER,

Key to th· Foamier.
No. 284.—Diamond: 1. R. 2. Bat. 3.
Rand). 4. Ice. 5. II.
No. 285.—"Dw Puzzle: Ditch. Der-

Maine

NOTICE.

The subscribers hereby give notice that the;
have been duly appointed executor· of the laa
will uitl (eiUment of
ABB1E HUTCH INS. lato of Hanover,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. and gltei
bonde as the law directe. AU person· ha»lo|
demand· against the estate of said decea*e<
are deelivl to present the «aine for Mttlemenl
and all Indebted thereto are requested to mak
pay "nent lmmedlatel*
UKOKUE H. HUTCH INS.
Sept. lAh, 1906. CHARLES r. HUTCU1NS.

Drum. Dog.
Donkey.
rick. Dunce.
Dance. Dagger. Dipper. Doll. Dumbbell. Daisies.
Authors: Calne. HawNo. 280.
Fields.
thorne.
Burroughs. Cooper.
Holmes. Howe. Hale. Lamb.
Να 287.—Riddle: Vale. vail.
—

No. 288.—Numerical Enigma: Many

hands make light work.
No. 28U.—Charade: Tree, mend, us—

NOTICE.
1 η the Dlatrlct Court of the United State· for th<
ι reinenuou·.
District of Maine. Ia Bankruptcy.
No. 20U.—Remainders: 1. Cellur, «oilIn the matter of
)
HERBERT CLINCH.
J In Bankruptcy
er—cast. 2. Formally, formerly—real.
of Romford, Bankrupt )
3. Carrot, oarat—oar. 4. Key. quay—
To the creditor· of Herbert Clinch. In thi
County of Oxford and dlatrlct aforeaald :
quake. 5. Martial, marshal—hits. G.
Notice Is hereby given that on the ttth day ο
Anker, anchor—choke.
Sept., ▲. D. 1906, the aakl Herbert Clfncl
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that th<
No. 201.—Reversals: 1. But, tub. 2.
J
flrst meeting of his creditor· will be held at tin
Gas, sag. 3. Draw, ward. 4. Now,
office of the Referee, No. β Market Square, Soutl I
Pari·, on the J7tl* day of Oct, A. D. 1906, a 1 won. 3. Era. are. G. Wolf, flow.
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time tin
No. 202.—Missing Rhymes: Gold, un•aid creditor· may attend, prore their claims
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, an< 1 told, mountaineer, year.
aa
business
transact such other
may properly
come before said meeting.
Foley'· Honey and Tar cures the moat
South Paris, Oct. S. 1906.
WALTER L. «RAY,
obstinate cough· and expel· the cold
Referee In Bankruptcy.
from the system and it ia mildly laxative.
It is guaranteed. Do not risk taking
any but the genuine In the yellow
NOTICE.
package. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
All unpaid taxes of 1905 in thi
will be advertise< I
town of Paris
Scott—Long hair makes a man look

!

Oct. 13th.

A. H.

JACKSON,

intellectual.
Mott—Except when his wife finds

Collector

on

Wanted.

his coat.

Then he looks foolish.

one

STUFFED

ΓΟΤΑΤΟΚβ.

potatoes, adds salt, pepper, butter,

a

of hot milk, and the white of
egg, beaten stiff. Beat well, then refill the skins, and return the potatoes to
the oven for live minutes.

spoonful
an

Paroid Lasts

Longest

BUILDING PLANS FREE

plaae far Practical fkia BuiMMacs.

Better do it at

oaoe.

5. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

your boyhood spirits,
yon
the human wardrobe. It swarms will
oourage and oonfidenoe of youth, we offer bilious of
germs of consumption and
fresh
courage and freedom
you new life,
and hence instead of being
from 111 health in HollTster's
Rooky pneumonia,it should be
destroyed. Bui
Mountain Tea. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets. laundered,
it
can't
be
destroyed; It is too expensive,
F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
The paper handkerchief la destroyed
Aaked a few years ago what was her It is thrown into the fire.
The rarity of consumption In Japan li
life-motto, Mrs. Cralgie replied: "Work
while it is day; the night oometh when attributed, with some show of justice, tc
the exclusive use of paper handkerchiefi
no man can work."
by the Japanese.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT
As every one who haa tried it knows
Take Laxative Broino Quinine Tablets.
Druggists refund money if It fails to cream often refuses to whip, especially
E. W. Gbovk's signature is on if one haa unexpected oompany. If 11
cure.
will half-whip, one can easily bridge the
each box. 35c.
difficulty by beating the white of an egg
Foley's Kidney Cure will our· any ease quite stiff and whipping into the
of kidney trouble that Is not beyond cream before using. When one orden
cream to be whipped, it is alwaya well
medical aid. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
to mention the faot, as it is the cream
that haa set a day that whips the best.
"What bus!
I have heard that separated cream will
sot do for whipped orsam.

payment required.

"Largest

Optician.

For Sale in South Paris.
The house and land belonging to th<
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett
situated in the center of the village, hai
two apartments of seven and eight roomi
with sheds, large attie, Ac., and is it
The grounds ari
excellent condition.
extensive, containing additional housi
lots.
W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Tari·

the little princess seemed so
In earnest Hbout It, she tried
make
very hard. But she never could
the princess anything but fins, such as
all fishes now have.—Worcester Post.

-BUY

Yontb.
Iu former times elder flowers werf
treasured not only by lovers of hedge
row beauty but by tlione who desired
to preserve their owu beauty am!
youth. According to the seventeenth
century prescription the elder flower.'
were to be gathered on uildsumniei
day, powdered aud put Into boragi
water, which was to be drunk daily foi

sons are

doing our daughter?

Mrs. B.—Everything she cooks sb

brings home.
"Tes, and none of the family wl
ton oh 'em, and the things are Jut
thrown away."
"No, they are not. She gives them t
beggars."
"Hub! What good does that do?"
"We are getting rid of beggari."

I have never been
"I don't know.
able to determine the exact meaning of
the word honeymoon."
"Well, then, has your wife commenced
to do the cooking yet?"

!

I

Tk· Itvdr of Poetry,
Never before was there so mud
study of poetry and the drama. Thli
Is due to the modern extension of edu
cation and to the spread of reading
matter among the masses. Poetry Ii
not the fashion of an hour; It Is ai
eternal need of the soul—a need tha
Increases with the Increase of Intel
lectual light.—Edward Markham b
Success

__

sons' Supplies.
A. W. WALKER &

AU other leathers

$3.50

Frothingham,

South Paris.

FOR SALE.

[astern Steams! Company

:
■

Portland Division.
REDUCED RATE*:

Fare Portland to Boston |1.<H

$1.04

Stateroom

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, «team
era alternately leave Franklin Wharf »
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston
daily, except Sunday, at 7 r. m.

Freight

lines.

rates

always

as

or

damaged Cylinder
Records,

worth 25 cents each

They are
exchange plan.

on

my

A full line of Columbi t Disc ami
Cylinder Machines and Records.

W. A. Porter,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Lady help wanted for steady employment, for further particulars in-

quire

of

South Paris, Me.

Trunks, Bags and Suit Case;

Maine.

broken

vour

J

Help Wanted.

3000 feet first class iron piping,
from one to two inch. Will sell for
10 per cent. less than wholesale cost.
R. L. CUMMINGS,

$3.00.

300 farms and all kinds of Rea
Estate.
Inquire of Hazen's Farn
and Real Estate Agency, Oxford

SON,

For Sale.

I also carry

W. 0.

Save

SOUTH PARIS.

Revelation Shoes.
Patents in Blucher and Polish

Opportunity

Call and hear them talk.

—

MASON MFG. CO.
South Paris, Maine.

NINE

YEARS

AGO

WE

TOLD

YOU

==THAT THE=

Underwood

low as othe

All cargo, except Live Stock, via th<
steamers of this Company, is insure*
against fire and marine risk.
General
J. F. LISCOMK,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

Agent

A. H. HANSCOM, G. P. and T. A.
Boston, Mass.

TEACHERS.
We want all the teachers we can set, bot!
sexes, (or Fall positions, ungraded, primary
Hend for circula
jrramimr. and high schools.
and register.
Eastern Maine Tearhcrs' Agencr,

Stockton Springs, Maine.

Typewriter
was

the

then

we

large

have been forced to

our

factory

mand.
'MAMC

ON

KVKMV

IChocolate Bonbon:
Always Delicious—Pure—
Wholesome— Digestible
Oac Box will make
Λ Happy Hornet

Ftmey Saxm aad

la exclusive
tUtlfmt—for am

THE WALTER M. LOWNBT CO.
Maker· of Cocoa aad Chocolate·
BOSTON. MAM.

for the arrest and

con

viction of the person who broke ink
the Powder House on Crocker Hill
Paris.

WALTER L. GRAY,

July

13,

1906.

We

four different

growing

can

refer you

Attorney

to the

largest

de-

and best business houses in

the world who recommend it unresciveill>

perfect writing

Every Sealed Package guaranteed
Fresh and Full Weight

paid

en-

«ΒΜ*

lO^ÎEfS

will be

Since

coming machine.

times to meet the

Magazine,

Father—It is incredible what a lot of
Jidlda! Wit.
money yon need.
"Her Christian name is Handel," ex
Son—I don't need any, father, it's the
a witness at West nam, "bu
other people who are always wanting plained
she didn't like It and took up Annfc
some from me!
instead."
"Most people," observed the magis
▲ GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
a handle to their name*.'
Itohing, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding trate, "prefer
Which, considered judicially, woult
Piles. Druggists are authorised to refund money If Paso Ointment falls to appear a brilliant sally.—London Trlb
cure la 6 to 14 days.
BO oeats.
ma.

All Kind of Ma-

LADIES

Elixir of

"Finished your honeymoon yet?"

,

I.

MORWAY, MAINE.

when

This is the season of decay and weakened vitality. Nature Is being shorn of its
beauty and bloom. If you would retain
yours, fortify your system with Hollis85 cents,
ter's Rocky Mountain Tea.
Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr
Norway, Maine.

WATEB."

much

as ainsible a
whin he's sober."

Agency,

in the World."

TltAILED 60MCTITINO WHITS Di TH*

something white In the water, and It
was called a hand. Ob, my dear father
and klud friends, what I want Is a pair
of hands!"
The poor old fish witch had t>een
standing on her tail nil this time with
Now she sat
her mouth wide open.
down kcrtlop, for fishes at that time
had not so much as a fin, and she despaired of ever maklug hands for the
little ArIi ρ rincées. But after awhile,

goat an' wroite jlst

|

■80 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

I

True and tried friends of the family—
Best for
De Witt's Little Early Risers.
results and best to take. Rosy cheeks
and sparkling eyes follow the use of
these dependable little pills. They do
not gripe or sicken. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

vance

If you deaire to purchase real estate,
We bave for aale
write or call on ua.
in Oxford
aome of the beat farma

HILLS,
"BUE

Ν. B.

IF YOU want a quick caah
aale for your country property, write for our improved
FREE Hating blanks. No ad-

τ

The E. A. Strout Farm

you.M

*

BBRLZN AND GORBAM,

County.

kept

as a

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

sewnnajyuwu.

I

shpelt letter as he kin

SIMON STAHL,

■«nt free, oldest aaency for
Patents taken throoih Muun A Ca reoelre
vu»
la th·
*»nunt charge, w
notice, without
p<cuu notice,
tpteial

<

full

For Price and Particulars address,

TRADE MARKS
Demon·
CopvmaHTe Ac.

Gus (fearful of a rival)—Bobby, does a
to
young man call here in the evening
BRAN MUFFINS.
see your sister?
One-half cupful flour, one-half teaBobby—Well, not exactly to see ber,
spoonful soda, pinch of salt; mix and 'cause there's no light in the room when
sift together. Add one cup of bran,
they're there.
one-half cupful milk, two and one-hali
a
add
stir
and
ADVICE TO HOUSEWIVES.
well,
molasses;
cupfuls
a month, the flrst thing in the morning
well-beaten egg. Bake in buttered gem
No home ia so pleasant, regardless of
aud the laet thing at night. This was ε
irons.
as
will
that
buy,
the comforts
money
com
in
is
when the entire family
perfect much prized elixir of youth. By
SCRAMBLE.
health. A bottle of Orino Laxative mon consent there has always beet
with
turn
into
meat
fine,
pan
Chop
Fruit Syrup costs 50 cents. It will cnre something supernatural about the eldei
three beaten eggs, a handful of broken
In Denmark It is protected bj
every member of the family of constipa- tree.
a
of
three
cream,
crackers,
tablespoons
sick headache or stomach trouble. the elder mother, without whose leavt
bit of green pepper, pinch of salt, and tion,
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
It is dangerous to pluck the flower. Ir
stir while cooking until done. Serve or
the hat should be taken oil
toast moistened witb hot milk.—Ex.
Germany
Gladys—Ο ! Fred, I've been to see the to It And In England It has beer
doctor, and he says I can't play eolf.
the tree of tbc
Do You Know?
Fred (a rude, unfeeling husband)— variously considered
which Judas
Do you know that if a paper bag is Indeed? But you might have saved his cross and the tree upon
slipped over the hand when polishing fee by coming to me, for I could bave hanged himself, to be treated wltt
the kitchen stove, it will save the flngei told you that long ago.
reverence or fear accordingly.—Londot
Chronicle.
tips and nails?
That to keep the children's lunct
If an article is imitated, the original is
basket sweet and clean it should be always best. Think it over, and when
Written on a Slate.
dipped first into boiling salt water, thee you go to buy that box of salve to keep
General Lew Wallace wrote the first
around the house, get DeWitt's Witch
ice cold, and dried quickly?
rough draft of "Beu-IIur" 011 a slate
That pongee silk should never be Hazel Salve. It is the original and the
as bis reason that erasures coulc'
giving
Good
wrung when washing it? Hang on the name is stamped on every box.
be made. After satisfy
more
readily
and
cuts
line after a very thorough rinsing and lei fur eczema, tetter, boils,
written li
the water drip from it. Press with t bruises, and easily recommended for ing himself with a sentence
this way he would, with a soft pencil
moderately hot iron without sprinkling piles. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
That if the children must take castoi
transfer the writing to paper, aud final
Gunner—Did you hear about the ly, when everything pleased him, h(
oil, mixing it with orange juice or grape
juice will remove all the disagreeable physical culture girl and the athletic copied the entire manuscript in lnl
man?
qualities for which it is famous?
with the precision of an engrossing
That linen is better than cotton foi
Guyer—No.
those who were 1
doei
Gunner—Well, he proposed to her clerk. It is declared by
pudding bags because the batter
with Genera
out
acquainted
were
linen?
while
swimming,
personally
to
the
not adhere
they
Always wring
the bag out of hot water and flour th<
Guyer—You don't say! I suppose you Wallace that "Beu-Hur" was wrltter
inside before turning the pudding infc would call that another great swimming and rewritten at least thirty times, am
match.
it
that when the final copy was sent t< 1
That too many colore must not be
the
publishers there was neither a cor
mixed in the floral centerpiece for youi Many men give lavishly or goia,
nor an erasure throughout tbi
rectlon
To build bridge· and castles and towers
table?
manuscript. The printer set up th<
of old ;
That a somewhat unique centerpiece
If you want everlasting fame, a bene- copy exactly as it was written, and tli< 1
can be made from the old-fashioned cas
factor be,
author himself never corrected u prooi
tor etands bidden away in many a house
wife's closet? Remove the bottles, and ii Give the poor and needy Rocky Mountain before the book was sent to press.
Tea.
their places put tiny pots of ferns am
LUarda' Tall·.
vines, standing the whole on a glass mat P. A. Shortleff & Co.
That the right way to cook link san
Certain lizards are remarkable foi
frank
be
as
well
"Doctor, you may
sages is to put them over the fire in a fry
with me. Tell me the worst," said the the fragility of their tails, althougl
ing-pan, with enough tepid water t< ,
this weakness is not always the draw
patient nervously.
cover them, and simmer slowly until the]
! "I can do nothing for you," said the back that may be Imagined. The dla
are tender and brown?
but firmly.
mond tailed gecko, for Instance, fre
fresh foi doctor, calmly
That celery may be
"Nothing?"
owes its existence to the readl
several days, if, after it has been cleaner
queutly
"Absolutely nothing. There's noth- ness with which its caudal appeudag<
and washed in very cold water, it ii !
the matter with
tightly corked in a bottle and put in s ingGreatly relieved the patient went out can be snappod off. This reptile, whlcl
cool place?
will perch upon a rock head dowiiwari
in the back yard and sawed wood.
That medium-sized carrots, sliced, am I
and tail lu the air, Is liable to be prey
boiled until tender in salted water, ma]
Keep the bowels open when you have ed upou by hawks. One of these for
be made into a most appetizing salad witl I
a cold and use a good remedy to allay mldable birds will swoop down upoi
the addition of chopped crisp celery anc
the inflammation of the mucous mem- α lizard aud seize what It takes to b<
a simple French dressing?
branes. The best is Kennedy's Laxa- the
That if, with the usual disregard foi
head, but Is really the tail. Thi
It contains no
tive Honey and Tar.
tail snaps off, and the geck<
brittle
trouble, Young Hopeful persists in wear
opiates, moves the bowels, drives out the
away, not much the worse, ti
ing great holes in bis stockings, they an ( cold. Is reliable and tastes
wriggles
Sold
good.
easier mended if filled in with coarse ne
another.
grow
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
before darning? Then darn back am j by
forth, taking the stitches in and out ol
An Ohio genius has invented a device
PreeUe, bat Aali.
the net and darning closely.
to prevent women from stepping off can
The woDicu with thin lips and rasp:
That if the children are fond 01 backward. Thus does perfidious man
voice stepped up before the lauguldl;
bananas, but are tired of them in the strike another blow at the liberties of
indifferent ticket seller In the railwa;
usual form, slicing them up with canned the
sex.
gentler
station.
strawberries or cherries, with plenty ο
"Where do you want to go?" be ask
juicc, makes a delicious dish?
RESULT OF NEGLECT.
That a spoonful of stewed tomatoes 1
ed as bis Jeweled fingers riffled a buncl
results
In most cases consumption
strained, improves the gravy of roasted from a
neglected or improperly treated of pasteboards. business where I wan
and fried meats?
"Noue of your
cold. Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
That anything mixed with water re
most obstinate coughs and
prevents to go!" she snapped. "Just you sell m
hotter
oven
than
if
mixed
witl
a
quires
serious results. It costs you no more a ticket to New York, but bear In nilm
milk?
than the unknown preparations and you that I'm going there because I've go
That a spoonful of vinegar will re
should insist upon having the genuine In
move paint from glass?
to; not because I want to."—Washing
the yellow package. F. A. Shurtleff &
That dampened salt will takeout tes
ton Star.
Co.
and coffee stain»on china, that it will re [
UmMt·.
and
that sail
move egg stains on silver,
"There's wan folne thing about this
and vinegar clean brass of any kind beau
Mr. Bowler—I should like to knoi
foonatic shpellin'—a man kin come home
iiiuiijff—η*.
what good all these cooking school lei

▲ cold is much more easily cured
Paper Handkerchiefs.
when the bowels are open. Kennedy1·
turner
wood
hand
Experienced
The paper handkerchief, unlike tb<
I Laxative Honey and Tar opens the
one who can also run a Cowdrej bowels and drives the cold out of the
paper collar, is here to stay, eaid ι
Weymouth lathe. Apply to Mr system in young or old. Sold by F. A. physician. It has a good reason foi !
Hall at 60S Eastern Ave., Maple Shurtleff A Co.
remaining, and that is what the papei
collar never had.
wood, Mass. SAM'L E. JORDAIS
"Where are y ex goln', Moikef"
The paper handkerchief comes to ui
BRUSH CO.
"Oim goin' to the doctor."
from Japan, where for centuries it hai
"Thin for hivin's sake go and take aff been in use. It ia soft and thick anc
yer swell rig, or he'll be callin' yer stum- strong, and looka like silk.
mlok ake 'appendieayti·.' "
The linen handkerchief, physiciani
agree, is the most dangerous article it
have lost
If

Baca— it In made of the best/«U—made la our owa
mills (eeiabliahed ia 1817);other manufacturer· hey
their felt outside and «imply «a turn le and ooat H.
Because It is mated (not dipped) la a Mtuathf
com pound which makes It water proof la es«rp Jttrs.
Became it la coated oa both sides with tbestroaperf,
thickest* smoothest, toughest* ι%ost Jtenfrif fating
used on any ready rooflng. Doot take our word aJooa
for it Compare Paroid with any other. To· can see
and feel the difference, Paroid doea not break or
crack In the ookleet weather or rua ia hot weather.
Because it is applied with our patented square,
ttrtee the oaJy cape that will aot mat, work loose

Patents

Jeweler and Graduate

desired.

CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.

Scientific American.

took Foley's Kidney Cure. Four bottles
cured me, and I have no more pain in
62 years
my back and shoulders. 1 am
old, and suffered long, but thanks to
Foley's Kidney Cure I am well and can
walk and enjoy myself. It is a pleasure
to recommend it to those needing a kid& Co.
ney medicine." F. ▲. Shurtleff

She bakes nice large potatoes, and
when done cats off a piece from one end,
scoops out the inside, and to every three

quantity

In any

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

uueuH·». niiniiiiwwn

Maine.

-

«

WOOD A5HES FOR SALE

the label.

Colored PocUt carde. M subjects.
Write us. H. H. Hay's Sons, Selling
Agents. Portland, Me.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lanreet elieulntlon of nnjr scientific loarnaL Terms, IS Λ
rear : four months, |L Sold by all newsdealer·.

One cup flour, one heaping tablespoon
Indian meal, one egg. Mix with milk to a yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
Just be- P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
a thin batter, add salt to taste.
fore baking add two good teaspoonfuls
"She insisted on deferring the wedding
Serve hot with
of baking powder.
until he got a good start in the race for
syrup or butter and sugar.
wealth."
CELEBY TOAST.
"And then?"
Cut the crisp pieces from the heart of
"He found another girl at the first
a stick of celery into portions of about quarter pole."
two iucbes long, shred very fine, aud lay
Henry Ε. Jones of Tampa, Fla., writes:
in ice-cold water for two hours. Butter
"I can thank God for my present health,
squares of toast, cover with the shredded
I tried
Cure.
celery, and pour over it whipped cream due to Foley's Kidney
flavored with salt and a little cayenue. doctors and all kinds of kidney cures,
but nothing did me much good till I
Garnish with parsley.

>

MAINE

lot of

·

·

Mo. 302

M ached Hani Wood Floor Board· for Bale.

Wot Sumner

·

·

ο

In each of the following sentences
the name of a branch of science «is
concealed In an anagram of oue, two
or three words.
L The king and queen mourn In seat

Planing, Sawing and Job Work

Mouldings st"!L

ο

had

If In want of any kind of Flnlah for Inside o:
>utalde work, send la your order·. Pine Lam
ber and Shingle· on hand Cheap tor Caah.

W.

ΟΟΟΟ·

·

FUI each one of the following blanks
with a word ending in age.
and take us all
a
1. He will
to his sister's
to
around and
2. We will
find something for the sale.
who
of a
3. She bought an

single,

Builders' Finish I

E.

ΟΟΟΟΟ

Xo. 801.—Word PmiIm.

<

Mats, Mirrors

ΟΟΟΟΟ

ΟΟΟΟΟ

In starched.

Also Window & Door Frames.

and Pictures,

ο

ΟΟΟΟΟ

III.—1. In starched. 2.
A brown coloring matter.
5. In starched.
IV.—1. In starched. 2.
The edges of a roof. 4. A

Me.

I will furnleh DOORS and WINDOWS of an]
HUe or Style at reasonable price».

Picture Frames

ο ο
«ς

IL—1. Vigor. 2. A very large body of
water. 3. To act again. 4. A hole In
the ground fur concealing provisions.
5. To penetrate.

CHAKULËK,

Ε. W.

ο

L—1. To embrace. 2. Tardier. 3. To

fears nothing but a whip, perfectl)
kind and safe, will be sold at a low
price as I wish to winter no horse.
Will take pari
Price one hundred.
in wood or hav or both.
pay
W. Va.. M7C—
C. C. DEARBORN,
for tweety rears.
uaUf It to Mfc
Near Fair Grounds.

Kodol Digests What Yoa Eat.

00000

expiate.

WORK HORSE FOR SALE.

Mltln aetr. $1.00 Size holdlm 2K ttmeattetrtal

ο

•

Fur Sale at Norway National Bank.

or

II.

ΟΟΟΟΟ

•

First Mortgage Four per cent twentyyear bonds in $100 and $500 piecea.
Price 101.

Good worker, double

Diamond·.

ΠΙ. ·········· IV.

BONDS FOR SALE.
Norway

represent-

L
ooooo

•

Maine.

\orway,

Stomach

WEST PARIS,

No. 3υο.—ûguarr· and

L·. M. Longley,

Sour

Nichols St.,

A well known city is here
ed.—Farm and Fireside.

on

g

Co.,

BUllnge Blool3L,

ters at your

the fishes snld: "Hold! Let the little
princess choose what she will have."
are
This is to certify that all druggists
And the little fish princess said: "Oh,
authorized to refund your money if
dear father, and my dear friends
cure your my
to
fails
and
Tar
Foley's Honey
all, I have seen the most beautiful litheals
the
It
or
cold.
cough,
stops
cough
creature In the world going over
the lungs and prevents serious results tle
In a l>oat, and she
from a cold. Cures la grippe cough and the toi· of the water
When the litprevents pneumonia and consumption. was called a little girl.
Contaius no opiates. The genuine is in tle girl went above me she trailed

Slice large fresh tomatoes, sprinkle
with salt and pepper, dip in bread
crumbs, spread with butter, and broil.
Serve immediately.

W. T. Wheeler db

bility.

Spread

ORIDDLE CAKES.

BUT

There was once upon a time a little
Ish princes·, and her father, the king
»f the fishes, made a birthday party for
tier and invited three fish witches.
When the feast was over the first of
the three witches roee up and said,
"The princess shall have scale· like
and It was so. From that time

Îou

Join an entreaty to a certainty and
find delight.

greaae.

Send

No. 29T.—Rlddlemoroe.
valise, :>ut not In bag;
hill, but not In crag;
catch, but not In keep;
otter, but not In shetpi
house, but not In landi
arm. but not In hand;
horse, but not In colt;
glue, but not In bolt;
spring, but not In faU;

WALKER & PRATT MF6. CO.. 31-35 Union St., Boete·.

out

Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
are sold for just as low
are all first claw, high grade instrumente, and
Also I have
of the instrument.
the
for
be
sold
can
as
quality
they
for the lut two or three yeare for myself money
on hand.
Prices
and fiunily with marked success. I hare several medium grade pianos. A large stock always
Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in
never known it, when taken according to low, terms easy.
directions, to fail in producing the desired the best pianos that are on the market.
The

Deer Sin:— Plttsfeld, Me. Jul to, 1904.
I hare oaed your "L. P." Medicine

Both Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWS-

&

not on

*L F." BITTERS

say you
terms with her?"
on you could tell the little fleh princess
"No."
Beat well together four mashed potal>y her shining silver scales.
the
trouble?"
"What's
toes, two tablespoons batter, two teaThen the next witch rose up and
introbeen
never
We've
trouble.
"No
spoons sugar, one egg, a sprinkle of car"The princess shall move swifter
said,
duced."
of
rants and candied peel, and a pinch
water than a dart of light."
through
or
Line
patty pans
baking powder.
agree, you
And If you
Do you use an atomiser in treating And It was so. From that time the
of
a
irons
with
spoonful
paste, pat
gem
You're tot ai*—and a dunce!
will appreciate little princess beat everybody In the
above mixture into each, and bake. Nasal Catarrh? Then you
Liquid Cream Balm, the mildest, fish races.
Ely's
hot.
Serve
Ho. 290.—TraaapoMls.
quickest, surest remedy for this disease.
Now the third witch was just rising
SPANISH PUFFS.
PHI one blauk with the name of somt»
In all curative properties it Is identical
her gift when the king of
is
so up to give
same
which
with
the
Cream
solid
other
the
Balm,
with
aud
the
two
milk'with
Mix one-half pint
game
eggs,
in
successful
overcoming
and
so
two
famous
one
add
tablespoon flour,
slowly
Democrat, name transposed. ·······*
in the
Send your order and money to The Oxford
often occa ounces butter, two ounces lump sugar, Catarrh, Hay Pever and Cold
1. The game of
Beat till head. There is relief in the first dash of
South Paris, Maine.
and
one grated lemon peel.
···· ····.
NEW·
sions
THE
to
card
a
on
postal
Your name and address
and bake in buttered gem irons in spray upon the heated sensitive air-pass·
will
2. A challenge to play a game of light,
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
ages. All druggists 75 cents, including
quick oven twenty minutes.
m·»** was ♦··· ··
a
free
sample copy.
spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
bring you
········ as ···· ··
TOMATO SCRAMBLE.
3. Never cheat at
56 Warren Street, Ν. Y.
··
One cup of fresh tomato, skinned and
playing.
·· ···
rubbed through a sieve, five well-beaten
"Mamma, is it possible to hate any4. Frank thinks Mary silly
mix one
know
eggs, handful of broken crackers;
you have never met and don't
wouldn't play ····· at her age.
well and add two tablespoons of melted personally?"
5. Little children ··· ··· older ones butter. Scramble and serve on toast.
"Certainly, darling; don't we all hate
like to play ······.
•Central'?"
····· ··
TOMATO OMELET.

A

Sol·!

are

^PIANOS.^>

Confident!?

RECOMMEND

The Three Wishes of
The Little Fish Princess

day's play.

Breikbut
0 raised the 0-7-4-9-9-0-13 aad looked
oat The 1-2-11-8 10-4-95-13 was about
"2-8-5-0-11-9," 5 cried.
to start.
"10-4-11-9-8 and 3-12-11-8 lie before me.

How can they expect to
win? Kodol Por Dyspepsia contains the
digestive joioes of a healthy stomach
and will put your stomach in shape to
perform Its important function of supthe body and brain with strength
building blood. Digeets what you eat,
relieves Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Palpitation of the Heart and
Constipation. Sold by P. A. Sburtleff
ft Co.

I

An ADlroU Story Per
Littlt Polks

as

the most

machine made.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

76

Exchange Street, Portland,

Always Remember the
axative Rromo

Maine.

M Name

Quinine

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.
ι

&S>

